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Today automobile-related problems of congestion, air pollution, and aesthetic
pollution are an ever-increasing concern for urban and suburban areas. In this thesis the
researcher examines the bicycle as a viable alternative transportation mode. Research
examines levels of bicycle transportation around the world and in the United States. A
brief historical analysis of bicycle transportation in the United States revealed that
bicycling was an important mode of transportation in the late 1800s. Bicycles regained
popularity in the 1970s, and many cities began to develop plans in order to handle the
sudden increase in bicycling. Case studies of both foreign and domestic cities indicate
some of the central aspects of bicycle planning. Different bicycle planning approaches,
as well as planning benefits, are discussed. In particular, the advantages of the bicycle
integration approach are stressed.
The bicycle integration approach is the basis for a case study analysis of Bowling
Green, Kentucky. The purpose of the analysis was to assess the local transportation
infrastructure for its bicycle suitability by applying the bicycle stress level model. In
addition, an inventory of the hazards and deficiencies of the transportation infrastructure
was incorporated into the analysis of bicycle suitability. I concluded that the overall
infrastructure in Bowling Green, Kentucky, is currently not suitable for bicycle
transportation. Included in the results is a discussion of specific problem areas and maps
showing the bicycle suitability of individual street segments. Recommendations are
made to increase the bicycle friendliness of Bowling Green, including the overall
recommendation for wide curb lanes and paved shoulders. In addition, many specific
recommendations for the mitigation of hazards and the correction of infrastructure
deficiencies are discussed.
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Geography is the uniquely spatial discipline among all the sciences, and one of
the core concepts of geography is movement within a spatial dimension. Within these
spatial dimensions, geographers are interested in the movement of people, goods and
information and the corresponding patterns, flows, and relationships they produce. This
interest extends from the complex movements within the physical and biological
environments (water, sediment, continental plates, weather systems, plant and animal
species, and diseases) to the purely social and cultural movements, (the spread of ideas,
religions, languages, music, wealth and poverty). Lying at the heart of this concept in
geography is the movement of people at a variety of different spatial scales, or
transportation geography.
On a macro-level scale, geographic patterns, flows, and relationships define
regional and global interactions. Transportation is a crucial component in facilitating the
interaction of people, goods, and information at a variety of different scales. In the
United States, transportation has been essential for national unity, personal freedom,
increased efficiency and convenience, and economic growth. Historically, the United
States has invested continuously in expanding and improving transportation
infrastructure.
Transportation is essential to carry out the necessary functions of our everyday
lives. Without efficient transportation our society would be severely disadvantaged. The
present infrastructure has developed around the automobile, which has changed the
landscape and our society greatly. Today, in many urban areas our efficient
transportation mobility has been diminished because of motor-vehicle congestion. In
addition, auto-generated problems that exist both globally and locally include
environmental pollution, urban sprawl, loss of community, and aesthetic pollution. In
fact we are over-dependent on a single mode of transportation. Experts know that the
key to successful urban transportation is to select a multi-modal approach. Cities and
communities are turning to alternative modes of transportation that are more
economically efficient and environmentally desirable, modes that can begin to solve
problems instead of contributing to them. The bicycle is one of these modes, but a safe
and convenient infrastructure must exist to support its use.
While evidence from foreign countries and many urban areas within the United
States clearly support the contention that the bicycle is a legitimate alternative to the
motor vehicle as a mode of transportation, overall most local communities are ignorant of
the benefits of bicycle transportation. The number of Americans who bicycled last year
reached 96 million, but the majority of this cycling was for recreation purposes only
(FHWA, 1994). Cycling for the purpose of transportation, or utilitarian bicycling, is
under-utilized. This thesis is focused strictly on utilitarian bicycling and the provision of
effective infrastructure for bicycle transportation.
Research Statement
In a case study of Bowling Green, Kentucky, I assess the suitability of bicycle
transportation locally, and I recommend measures which could be taken to enhance the
potential for this alternative mode of transportation. In addition, an inventory of the
hazards and deficiencies of the existing infrastructure is incorporated into the assessment.
For comparative purposes, bicycle transportation is examined historically and
geographically, and its benefits as a legitimate mode of transportation are discussed.
My general research hypothesis is that the existing infrastructure in Bowling
Green is not suitable for bicycle transportation. In other words, no significant difference
is expected between the results generated by the stress level model applied to Bowling
Green and existing conditions, whereas the alternate hypothesis argues that a significant
difference is expected between what the model predicts and the existing conditions in
Bowling Green. I test this by applying the bicycle stress level model to the case study of
Bowling Green (Sorton, 1992). The results of the assessment could serve as a basis for
recommending infrastructure improvements to increase the bicycle-friendliness of
Bowling Green. These recommendations are of particular interest to local government
and planning agencies, university officials, and local cycling organizations.
The thesis begins with an extensive historic, geographic, and philosophical
background of bicycle transportation and bicycle planning. This introduction is followed
by an explanation of the method utilized and the process of applying that method to the
analysis of Bowling Green. The final chapters of the thesis present the results of the
study, as well as recommendations for improving bicycle-friendliness in Bowling Green.
CHAPTER 2
Background
Section I: The bicycle today: the world geographical view
Living in the United States one gets the impression that the whole world is
dominated by one mode of transportation, the automobile. In fact most of the world's
population is transported by human power in the form of walking or cycling. Indeed, the
bicycle is a nearly ubiquitous transportation vehicle, as bicycles outnumber cars nearly
two to one worldwide (Lowe, 1989). There are over 800 million bicycles in the world,
and current bicycle production outpaces automobile manufacturing at a rate of 2.6 to 1.
(Renner, 1989). It is utilized in the most dense urban centers of the developed world as
well as in remote undeveloped villages of Asia and Africa.
Most of the world's bicycles are found in Asia. Countries with high levels of
bicycling include India, Thailand, Bangladesh, Vietnam, South Korea, Taiwan, and Japan
(Lowe, 1989). China , however, is the country most associated with bicycle
transportation. In China the automobile is attainable only for the elite; only one in every
74,000 people owns an automobile (Lowe, 1989). Chinese officials realized that the only
mode of transportation affordable, other than walking, in China is the bicycle.
Consequently, the decision was made to encourage bicycle usage to avoid costly
Figure 1: An Example of Bicycle Infrastructure in China
Source: Lowe (1989)
investments in public mass transit and automobile infrastructure. Today over 300
million Chinese citizens own bicycles, and most cities contain special five and six lane
bicycle avenues for bicycle transportation (Lowe, 1989) (Figure 1). In dense urban areas,
such as Beijing, the bicycle has a status, in terms of utilization level, similar to that of the
automobile in the United States. Chinese planners are dealing with bicycle congestion
and trying to convince urban dwellers of the merits of buses to alleviate the problem
(Lowe, 1989). Amenities such as guarded parking, sidewalk repair shops, and employer
incentives are widespread (Lowe, 1989). In Beijing, 50 percent of all trips are made by
bicycle, while in Tiensin 80 percent of the trips are made by bicycle (Snyder, 1994). The
bicycle was the perfect transportation choice for China, as it moves its citizens efficiently
and economically without the added problems of automobile transportation. It appears,
however, that changes in China's transportation strategies are imminent. China has
decided to subsidize private car ownership and has opened its doors to foreign car
companies (Tunali, 1995). Japan, Germany, and U.S. companies have already invested
eagerly in the Chinese automobile market. All indications are that the number of cars on
the road in China is about to explode (as much as eleven-fold by 2010) (Tunali, 1995).
Latin America and Africa generally are far behind Asia in the level of bicycle
transportation. In most of Africa and Latin America bicycles are lacking, and the
bicycles that are available are in poor condition (Lowe, 1989).
Western Europe represents a region with similar economic development as the
United States. European cities are facing comparable problems of sprawl, congestion, and
smog and have realized the advantages of the bicycle as an alternative mode of
transportation. Unlike Americans, Europeans have a long history of bicycling largely due
to economic constraints in the early and mid 20th century (Forester, 1994). European
cities are older and more compact than American cities. The relative proximity to
destinations and place of work is a positive characteristic for transportation by bicycle.
Western European governments have supported alternative transportation efforts for
years (Lowe, 1989). Several countries in Western Europe have excellent bicycle
transportation programs that result in a large population of utilitarian cyclists. Among the
most bicycle friendly of these countries are Denmark and the Netherlands (FHWA,
1994). In the 1970s, Denmark and the Netherlands were the first European countries to
plan paths for bicycling (Pravetz, 1995). The Netherlands treats the bicycle as a serious
mode of transportation, allotting 10 percent of all roadway funds to bicycle transportation
programs ( FHWA, 1994). Currently, the bicycling program is well integrated with mass
transportation and railway systems (35 percent of trips to rail stations are made by
bicycle) (FHWA, 1994). The Netherland's bicycle planning effort has been focused on
paths that are separated from motor vehicle traffic (Pravetz, 1995). The network of
bicycle and pedestrian paths is designed for short trips in the dense urban environments.
However, the paths support only very slow speed travel and provide questionable safety.
A particularly negative aspect of the bicycle path program is that cyclists are now
prohibited from using three classes of roadways, so cycling on paths has reduced the
bicyclist to a rolling pedestrian (Forester, 1994). The bicycle path approach has the
government expecting the level of bicycling to increase to the point that it accounts for 30
percent of all trips by the year 2010 (Pravetz, 1995). Presently, 23 percent of all trips in
Amsterdam are made by bicycle, as are 40 percent of the trips in Delft (Snyder, 1994). In
the town of Houten, an amazing 80 percent of internal trips are made by bicycling or
walking (FHWA, 1994). The concept of "woonerf," or traffic calming, originated in the
Netherlands and is used to slow down the speed of automobiles through residential
neighborhoods in order to reduce risks for pedestrians and cyclists. The concept is
employed in other countries, including the United States.
Denmark also has tremendous government support for advancing bicycle
transportation. The bicycle facilities are in urban areas and are dense grid patterns. The
paths only allow for moderate-speed cycling over relatively short distances (Pravetz,
1995). Although the system has its limitations, it has sustained a high percentage of
utilitarian bicycle trips. In Copenhagen, Denmark, over 20 percent of all trips are made
by bicycle (Snyder, 1994). Denmark has advanced the ideas of modal integration
strategies with the bikes-on-taxis program (FHWA, 1994).
Switzerland, Austria, and Germany are countries searching for additional
alternative transportation and have growing interests in bicycle transportation. Germany
has initiated a traffic calming program called Tempo 30, reducing automobile speeds to
30 km on many residential roads, which has increased safety for cycling and walking
(FHWA, 1994). At the local level, pockets of Germany already possess high levels of
bicycling. In Munster, 34 percent of all trips are made by bicycle (Snyder, 1994), and
Frankfurt is combining bicycle lanes in priority Tempo 30 areas (Pravetz, 1995).
Some European countries have only minute amounts of bicycle transportation
compared to Europe's more "bicycle friendly" nations. These nations include France,
Great Britain, Belgium and southern Europe in general (Lowe, 1989). The National
Travel Survey of Great Britain found that 2.6 percent of all trips are made by bicycle
(Banister, 1990:2). Chris Banister, a planning professor at the University of Manchester,
states "cycling is used more extensively as a utilitarian means of transportation than as a
means of transport associated with leisure activities." The statement illustrates the fact
that Britons view the bicycle as a legitimate transportation vehicle. Generally, in the
United States the bicycle has not yet reached this status. There are some other differences
in bicycle use in Great Britain compared to the United States. Cycling seems to be
slightly more of a rural activity; 30 percent of the households in London own a bicycle,
while 44 percent of rural households own one or more bicycles (Banister, 1990). The
greater percentage of bicycle commuting in Great Britain is done by women (Banister,
1990). British bicycle planning is generally bikeway oriented and is currently focused on
developing a large network of bicycle routes on discontinued railroad lines and tow paths
(Banister, 1990).
Overall, the planning for bicycles in Europe is for separate bikeways. Cycling in
Europe is more of an everyday activity and more for the purpose of utilitarian
transportation rather than recreation (Pravetz, 1995). It also tends to be similar to
pedestrian transportation operating at slower speeds and shorter distances than bicycle
transportation in the United States.
The bicycle is truly a vehicle that is utilized throughout the world. Its benefits for
transportation are well known by nearly every country in the world, yet its use is widely
varied and generally underutilized. In less developed countries, the bicycle offers the
luxury of a faster mode of personal transportation. To the governments of these
countries, the money saved in other modes of transportation and their infrastructure can
be directed to other more vital areas. In more developed countries, the bicycle offers a
viable alternative mode of transportation. Government supported and funded bicycle
transportation programs have been successful in some countries while culture, collective
attitudes, and preference for the automobile are still too strong in others. The most
important factor in countries that have successful bicycle transportation is government
support.
Section II: A Brief History of bicycle transportation in the United States
The first commercially successful bicycle appeared in Europe in 1861 and was
called the velocipede (Wilson, 1986). The 1870s brought the emergence of the ordinary,
or high wheeler. The ordinary was imported to the United States in 1876 (Hager, 1993).
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In Philadelphia, Albert A. Pope came in contact with the early bicycle and loved it so
much he began to manufacture it (Hager, 1993). The first American-made bicycle rolled
out of the Pope Manufacturing Company factory in 1877 (Wilson, 1986). While the high
wheelers enjoyed success initially, the major advancements in bicycle technology were
still to come. Two revolutionary inventions in bicycle technology occurred between
1885 and 1888. The Starley's Rover, introduced in 1885, featured many of the attributes
present in the modern bicycle (Wilson, 1986). The Rover utilized many advancements
including ball bearings in the wheel hubs and a chain and sprocket drive system. In 1888,
John Dunlop invented the Pneumatic tire (Wilson, 1986). The advancing technology in
bicycle manufacturing made it a popular mode of transportation in the 1890s. Bicycle
technology of the time greatly advanced pioneering efforts in automobile manufacturing.
Inventions such as the pneumatic tire, ball-bearing hubs, spoke wheels, braking systems,
and the bicycle chain were integral components to early automobiles. Bicycle
manufacturing also contributed to the way early cars would be manufactured. The A. H.
Overman Victory bicycle plant in Chicopee, Massachusetts, combined all phases of
bicycle construction under one roof (Hager, 1993). The plant introduced the subdivision
of labor, which initiated an assembly line production strategy.
The bicycles produced in these types of factories made the bicycle a popular
vehicle for personal mobility in the late 1800s (Hager, 1993). Consequently, bicyclists
demanded better facilities to ride on. It is ironic to discover that the early advocates of
building and improving roads were bicyclists, because today the roads are dominated by
cars and in some cases bicyclists are banned from the road. In 1889, the League of
American Wheelmen, the largest bicycling organization in the country, launched a
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national campaign for the improvements of roads (Smith, 1972). Another aspect of
bicycle transportation emerged in 1895 when the first bicycle-only paths emerged.
Brooklyn became the first city in the country to build a bicycle-only path, named the
Coney Island Cycle Path (Smith, 1972). Reports were that 10,000 bicyclists rode the
path on its opening day, and six months later the path had to be widened to accommodate
the increasing demand (Smith, 1972). These two views of bicycle facilities, roads and
bicycle-only paths, still exist today.
Inventor Henry Ford, who had originally engineered a human-powered vehicle,
incorporated the Ford Motor Company in 1903 (Ford Museum, 1998). In 1908 he began
mass production of the Model T car. The Model T revolutionized personal transportation
in America forever, as the automobile was now affordable to the average urbanite.
Although the bicycle remained a popular means of transportation, the automobile now
became the vehicle of choice and established a dominance that continues today.
During the Great Depression, bicycling was seen as a cheap form of recreation,
but bicycles were still used sparingly as a transportation mode (Forester, 1994). During
World War II the bicycle was used as a form of transportation simply because
automobiles were not being manufactured and gasoline was rationed. The urban dweller
in the 1940s had four modes of transportation to choose from: driving, walking, bus or
street car, and the bicycle (Forester, 1994). Most cities at the time were very compact,
which favored bicycle transportation. After the war was over, the bicycle remained a
commonly used mode of transportation until 1949 or 1950 (Smith, 1972). The 1950s
brought tremendous economic growth to the United States. Cars were now affordable to
almost everyone who worked, so everyone had a car. The bicycle had originally led the
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movement for the construction of quality roads; now America's love affair with the
automobile fueled tremendous growth in road and expressway construction.
Expressways and improved roads increased personal mobility to an all-time high.
Expressways allowed people to live further from their jobs, and suburban sprawl was
born. The suburban dweller lived in an environment with only one feasible mode of
transportation: the automobile. During the 1950s and 1960s, the bicycle was considered
an absurd option for transportation, and bicycle use plummeted. The bicycle was reduced
to being viewed as a children's toy or an adult recreation anomaly only.
Li the late 1960s, the environmental movement began to surface.
Environmentalists became concerned with air pollution, sprawl, highway construction,
big oil, and big business. The bicycle was the only logical alternative that fit into the
late-sixties environmentalist's ideology. These environmentalists pointed to the bicycle
because they were environmentalists not because they were cyclists (Forester, 1994).
However environmentalism did recreate an interest in the bicycle as a mode of
transportation (Wolfe, 1979).
The real re-emergence of bicycling came in the 1970s as a recreational and fitness
activity. Americans were taking up cycling in record numbers in the early 1970s. In
1960 bicycles sales totaled 3.7 million. In 1973, 15.3 million bicycles were sold, and
between 1972 and 1977 bicycle sales greatly exceeded automobile sales in the U.S.
(Wolfe, 1979). While these cyclists were mainly riding for recreation or fitness, there is
no doubt that some of these cyclists evolved into utilitarian cyclists. This boom in
cycling raised the level of the bicycle in society's eyes. It was no longer only a children's
toy, but, for a few, an important mode of transportation. In a 1975 survey, the U.S.
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Census Bureau reported that 0.6 percent of all daily work trips (471,000) were made by
bicycle (Hager, 1993). In 1978, the U.S. Census Bureau studied work travel in 20
metropolitan areas and determined that one percent of all work trips were made by
bicycle. The bicycle had arrived as a viable alternative transportation, and its use was
expected to expand. This sentiment was reflected by Fredrick Wolfe in his 1979 book
The Bicycle: Commuting Alternative, "... We are witnessing only the beginning of an
increasing interest in the one person, low-powered vehicle ... the bicycle." (4). The next
section highlights the current demographics of bicycling, in which part of Wolfe's
prediction was correct, bicycling did expand, but primarily as a recreational activity.
Section III: Bicycling in the United States: The Current Demographics
In terms of utilizing bicycling as a mode of transportation, the United States lags
behind much of the rest of the World. This section will summarize bicycling on a
national level. Many states do not collect data on how many people bicycle for
transportation or what the modal split of all trips is for the bicycle. It is hard to get an
accurate measure of bicycling trends. Many times bicycling is lumped together in the
nondescript "other modes" category. Many studies underestimate levels of bicycling
because a study may focus on single occupancy automobiles versus to carpooling and
public transportation modes. The people whose main mode of transportation is the
bicycle are a very small percentage of the total U.S. population, yet the number of people
who utilize the bicycle several times a month is probably significant. Many other studies,
including the U.S. Census, focus on just journey-to-work trips, which eliminate utilitarian
bicyclists who use other modes to get to work. These cyclists may use their bicycles for a
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significant amount of personal transportation. These underestimated levels of bicycling
add to the inferiority view of bicycling, suggesting that almost no one rides a bicycle.
There are two sources of nationwide bicycling data: the Census Bureau and the
Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administration. The Census includes a
category titled "Journey to Work Mode." This Census survey includes only trips to and
from work, excluding trips made for shopping, attending school, social and recreational
purposes, and personal and family related trips. Trips to work account for only 21.6
percent of all trips made (FHWA 1990). The survey is conducted for one week in March.
In addition the predominant transportation mode is requested for the survey (FHWA
1994). A survey of bicycling administered in March eliminates all but the most die hard
bicycle commuters in many regions of the country due to cold weather and wind.
Northern cities are continually listed as the among the best for bicyclists (Seattle,
Portland, Eugene, Madison, Boulder, Missoula, Minneapolis, and, Ann Arbor just to list a
few). A survey of the "predominant" modes of transportation is an accurate measure of
automobile dominance, but certainly underestimates the utilization of the bicycle as a
commuting vehicle. While recognizing these shortfalls in the survey, the census reveals a
nationwide glimpse of, and summarizes the trends in, bicycle commuting (Table 1). A
more accurate study of bicycle commuting was part of the National Bicycling and
Walking Study in 1994. The estimates in the study were that between 1.7 and 2.8 million
people were using bicycles to ride to work on a regular basis (FWHA, 1993).
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Table 1: Bicycling as a Predominant Means
of Transportation in the "Journey to Work"
Year
1975
1980
1990
Number
471,000
468,348
466,856
Percent
.6%
.5%
.4%
Source: Clark (1994)
The Federal Highway Administration conducts the Nationwide Personal
Transportation Survey (NPTS) roughly every seven years. The study is an attempt to
determine the nature and mode of transportation used in all trips in the U.S. The survey
is an extensive phone survey that is conducted throughout the year (FHWA 1990). The
survey found that 7.9 percent of all trips were by bicycle or on foot, with 0.7 percent of
all trips made on bicycle. As expected, walking and bicycling were higher in urban areas,
comprising 11 percent of all trips. The study estimated that there were 1.7 billion trips
made on bicycles in 1990 (FHWA, 1990). Confirming conventional knowledge, the
survey found that a majority of bicycle trips are for social or recreational reasons (Figure
2). The Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey for 1995 (Figure 3) indicates the
continuing increase towards the use of the bicycle for recreation.
Fisure 2: Purpose for Bicycle Trips, 1990
School,
Church, or
Civic
14%
Earning a
i- Living
10%
Personal /
Family
Business
20%
Social /
Recreational
55%
Source: FHWA (1990)
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Source: US DOT (1995)
Louis Harris conducted a poll of transportation habits in 1991 for Bicycling
Magazine. The results were very similar to the numbers reported by the Census, finding
that only 5 percent of the respondents listed bicycling and walking as their predominant
mode of transportation (Larson, 1995). The poll did report that 46 percent of adults age
18 and over, or 82 million Americans, had ridden a bicycle in the last year (FHWA,
1994). Other research indicates that a total of 93 million Americans enjoy bicycling
(Clarke 1992). An estimation of the number of miles ridden by bicyclists is also very
hard to determine because it is not readily recorded or collected. The Federal Highway
Administration estimated that bicyclists traveled somewhere between 5.8 and 21.3 billion
miles in 1990 (FHWA, 1993).
While 46 percent of Americans bicycle, the research data suggests that most of
them are not utilizing the bicycle as a transportation vehicle. Who are the people that are
utilizing the bicycle for transportation purposes? Jim Williams, a sociologist at the
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, studies the characteristics of bicycle commuters
(Larson, 1995). He has determined that 80 percent of bicycle commuters are men, and 70
17
percent are age 15 to 34 (Larson, 1995). They have a mean annual income of $24,000,
which is below average in their age group (Larson, 1995). Another pocket of commuters
is comprised of middle-aged bicyclists age 45 to 55; these commuters have an average
income of $36,000, which is above average for their age group. "It's likely that they are
some kind of professional, and they're riding their bicycles to work for health reasons or
ideological reasons." (Larson, 1995).
The bicycle is truly a significant mode of transportation, which is utilized on a
global scale. Historically, in the United States, the bicycle occupied an important
transportation niche in the late 1800s and early 1900s. Bicycles greatly advanced the
early automobile manufacturing efforts and created a necessity for quality roadways.
Today on a national scale, bicycling remains as popular as ever in the U.S., but largely
for recreational purposes. National bicycling data is not typically recorded, and recent
studies have underestimated bicycle transportation levels. The next chapter will include a
focus on the urban scale, highlighting U.S. cities that enjoy high levels of bicycle
transportation.
CHAPTER 3
Planning and Implementation
Section I: Bicycle-Friendly Cities
While the nationwide statistics on bicycle transportation suggest that it is virtually
nonexistent, there are areas in the country where bicycles are heavily utilized. States and
cities with high levels of bicycle use are those that recognize the bicycle as a legitimate
transportation vehicle and plan accordingly. This section will examine bicycle
transportation in U.S. states and cities, highlighting areas with the highest levels of
utilitarian cycling.. Several case studies allow for a more in-depth look at the overall
programs that make a city bicycle-friendly. The cities discussed have implemented
bicycle lanes and bike paths. The vast majority of the literature is focused on these types
of bicycle facilities. Little literature is available on lower profile facilities such as wide
lanes and paved shoulders. This section highlights cities that enjoy high levels of
bicycling and examines some successful aspects of their bicycle plans. A critical analysis
of facility design strategies and their relevance to Bowling Green is undertaken in a later
chapter.
Many aspects of geography play a significant role in determining what areas are
going to be good for bicycling. Favorable climate, topography, and citizen attitudes are
i s
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naturally more advantageous to bicycling in some regions. These reasons and many more
have helped the Pacific coast states to become the region with the greatest concentration
of bicycle commuters (10 per every 1,000 people)(Larson, 1995). The major reason a
state or city becomes bicycle-friendly is through the process of institutionalization.
Institutionalization of bicycling is the integration of bicycling considerations into
every facet of the transportation policy making, planning, construction, and operation
processes (Lagerwey, 1988). The idea is to integrate and ingrain what is good for
bicycling into what is good transportation, so that bicycling will not be separated and
forgotten as a transportation mode. When bicycling is institutionalized as a viable
transportation mode, it has a better chance to succeed.
State bicycle plans are a good indication that the bicycle is beginning to be
considered. The first statewide bicycle plan was created by Oregon in 1971 (FHWA,
1994). Oregon became the first state to pass a bill requiring at least one percent of the
state highway fund to be spent on bicycling facilities (Totten and Settina, 1997). The
Governor has appointed an eight-member bicycle advisory committee comprised of
representatives from government agencies, private sector bicycling businesses, local
governments, and bicyclists (Totten and Settina, 1997). The committee has become a
great way to institutionalize bicycling at the state level. The advisory committee has
input into any legislation and policymaking decisions relating to bicycling. It is also
instrumental in the development of the state's Bicycle Master Plan. Recently the League
of American Wheelmen recognized Oregon as the most bicycle-friendly state (Totten and
Settina, 1997). Oregon and Washington have both passed unprecedented laws requiring
large reductions in motor vehicle miles in the future (FHWA, 1994).
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The commitment to bicycling that Oregon established at the state level permeates
the urban areas of Oregon. Oregon's state funding for bicycles has partly enabled the
cities of Eugene and Portland to become two of the most bicycle-friendly cities in the
country. Eugene adopted a comprehensive bikeway plan in 1974 (Totten and Settina,
1997). Today the program is very successful, offering 38 miles of bicycle lanes, 24 miles
of off-street bicycle paths, and 18 miles of designated bicycle routes. These extensive
facilities have prompted nearly 10 percent of Eugene's workforce to commute by bicycle.
Portland is also considered a great city for bicycling. In 1995, it was selected by
Bicycling Magazine as America's most bicycle-friendly city (City of Portland, 1997). In
1973, the Resident's Task Force developed the very first Portland Bicycle Plan. Shortly
after, the Portland Department of Transportation created a bicycle program, one of the
nation's first (City of Portland, 1997). Today Portland is blanketed by a bicycle network
of over 150 miles consisting of bicycle lanes, boulevards, and paths another 35 miles of
the bicycle network are already planned. Portland is setting the precedent for providing
supporting facilities to cyclists. The entire city bus fleet is equipped with bicycle racks,
there are 1,400 public bicycling parking racks and 190 lockers are scattered throughout
the city. The "Bike Central" Stations offer showers, changing areas, and long-term
bicycle storage to commuters (City of Portland, 1997). Perhaps the most unique aspect of
bicycle planning in Portland is the Yellow Bikes Program, which is based on
Copenhagen's white bike program. In 1995, a group involved with community projects
decided to start a community bikes project (Poulsen and Mozer, 1997). People donate
old bicycles to the Community Cycling Center, and kids fix them up and paint them
yellow with donated automobile paint (Poulsen and Mozer, 1997). The 160 bikes are
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spread out on main streets and are free to the public; they are to be used on the honor
system and must be replaced on designated racks. The city of Portland and the
Community Cycling Center estimate that 1000 bicycles are needed for the program to be
a complete success (Poulsen and Mozer, 1997). Now, citizens of Portland who don't
own bicycles can enjoy the public transit opportunities of the yellow bikes. Portland has
come a long way in its goal to increase bicycle trips. In 1975, 200 cyclists per day
crossed the Hawthorne Bridge, while today nearly 2,000 cyclists cross it every day (City
of Portland, 1997). Portland has admitted it still has a long way to go. The city recently
made a long-term commitment in passing a new bicycle master plan for the next 20 years.
The ultimate goal of the new master plan is to "make bicycling an integral part of daily
life in Portland"(City of Portland, 1997:4).
In terms of bicycle commuting in urban areas, California has some of the highest
numbers. California led the nation with 13 metro areas that had at least 10 commuters in
every thousand riding a bicycle to work (Larson, 1995). In terms of California's cities,
San Diego, Sacramento, and San Francisco are continually listed among the nation's best
large cities for bicycling, while the smaller metro areas of Palo Alto and Davis are
continually vying for the title of America's best city for bicycling. Since the 1970s,
California has been one of the leading states for bicycle planning. As early as the late
1960s, Davis, California, was testing bicycle facilities designs in an attempt to
accommodate the increasing number of bicyclists. In the mid 1970s, California
guaranteed funding for bicycle infrastructure through the Transportation Development
Act (TDA) (Snyder, 1992). Article three of the TDA allocates a part of the revenue
generated from a state income tax to counties and cities for the development and
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improvement of bicycle infrastructure (Snyder, 1992). By the 1990s, the allocation was
in the $11 to 12 million range. Some of the early bicycle projects in the 1970s were
largely experimental, which led to some poorly designed facilities (Snyder 1992). In
1978, California became the first state to issue design guidelines for the development of
bicycle facilities. The California Department of Transportation Bicycle Facility Manual
has become somewhat of a classic in the field and continues to be a great resource for
bicycle planners. During the 1980s, California cities such as San Diego, San Francisco,
Davis, Palo Alto, and Los Angeles greatly advanced innovations in design plans, bicycle
support facilities, and integrated transportation strategies. In the 1990s, California
entered a comprehensive planning phase for bicycling. Californians voted for proposition
116, which designated an additional 20 million dollars (between 1991 and 1996) for
bicycling and pedestrian projects (Pravetz, 1995). The state-wide comprehensive
planning approach to bicycle transportation is a component of a larger strategy in
California to deal with air pollution and noncompliance with air quality standards
(Pravetz, 1995). California has recognized that the bicycle as a transportation alternative
can help effectively reduce air pollution.
Davis, California, was one of the first cities in the nation to design and build
bicycle lanes. The city of Davis is located east of the San Francisco Bay, has a mild
climate, flat topography, and is home to a California University campus. All these
characteristics make it attractive for bicycle transportation. Experimentation with bicycle
lanes in Davis began in 1968. Throughout the 1970s, more bicycle lanes were added
(Pravetz, 1995). Davis even attempted new designs in bicycle lanes similar to the Danish
lanes with raised curbs on the outer lanes (Pravetz, 1995). After these lanes were
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determined to be dangerous, the city reverted back to the standard lanes. Today one third
of the streets in Davis have bicycle lanes, and 25 percent of all trips made are by bicycle
(Totten and Settina, 1996). Davis considers itself bicycle city U.S.A.; the city logo and
symbol is a bicycle.
In the San Francisco Bay area, the city of Palo Alto is also continually ranked in
the top ten bicycling cities in America (second in 1990) (Clarke, 1992). More
importantly it may be one of the best examples of a city that has successfully
institutionalized the bicycle as a mode of transportation. A briefcase study of Palo Alto
illustrates some of the measures taken to institutionalize the bicycle. Palo Alto has
wholeheartedly supported the bicycle as a transportation vehicle for the last 25 years. It
has had to make some difficult decisions along the way, but has instituted some
unprecedented ideas to facilitate bicycle transportation.
In the late 1960s, Palo Alto had designed a bicycle route system, but like many
such systems it was found that most bicyclists did not use it (Palo Alto, 1972). As
bicyclists continued to grow in number and automobile conflicts increased, it was evident
that some new strategies were needed. In the early 1970s, research and experiments
produced many different options for a bicycle plan. By 1972, a system of on-street
bicycle lanes became the preferred choice (Palo Alto, 1972). A county-wide bicycle lane
and bikeway system in Santa Clara county was integrated with Palo Alto's facilities in
1979 (Hager, 1993). Some of Palo Alto's more innovative facilities such as bicycle
boulevards were developed during the 1980s (Pravetz, 1995). The boulevards are
designed for bicycle use exclusively. Except for crossing areas, the boulevard is blocked
off to motor vehicles and all stop signs are removed. Motor vehicles crossing the bicycle
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boulevard must stop and yield to cyclists. Bicycle boulevards have been successful in
increasing bicycle use and are implemented mainly in school zones (Pravetz, 1995). Palo
Alto has introduced some other innovative measures (listed below) (Larson, 1995).
- City employees are reimbursed 7 cents a mile for official trips made by
Bicycle.
- Most new residential developments must provide one bicycle locker
per unit.
Employment sites must provide bicycle parking (10 percent of the
available automobile parking spaces).
- New employment structures over 1000m2 must provide showers.
- An education program for elementary school children on traffic
cycling safety has been implemented.
- The Police department has bicycle patrol units.
Yearly street survey and inspection for bicycle safety.
- Construction of pedestrian and bicycle bridges and underpasses.
Traffic signals must be responsive and have sufficient clearance time
for cyclists.
- Drive-thru facilities must serve individuals on bikes.
Transit buses retrofitted with bicycle racks.
Employers in Palo Alto are doing their part to encourage bicycle commuting.
City employees are reimbursed 7 cents a mile for trips made on bicycle (Larson, 1995).
City workers who bicycle to work are guaranteed a lift home in case of emergency or
inclement weather. City workers are also given 20 dollars a month in certificates at local
bicycle shops to maintain their bicycles (Larson, 1995). The city now owns its own fleet
of bicycles that are leased out to city workers so they can experience bicycle commuting
(Larson, 1995). In 1988, California passed a Clean Air Act that contained a trip
reduction law for employers of 100 or more people (Clark, 1994). The law got an
estimated 54,000 vehicles off the road, and in Palo Alto many workers shifted to
bicycling (Larson, 1995). Bicycling is more popular than company provided van pools
prompting many employers to consider offering incentives for bicycling. Xerox has
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considered paying workers one dollar for each day they bicycle to work because it is
cheaper than other modes (Larson, 1995).
Palo Alto has taken a comprehensive approach to bicycle planning focusing on a
wide array of subjects. The approach includes the planning, construction, and
maintenance of bicycle lanes, the installation of support facilities, promotions to increase
bicycling, education on effective cycling safety, and leadership of a full-time bicycle
coordinator and bicycle advisory committee. Palo Alto has had political and
governmental leaders that are committed to bicycle transportation, as well as organized
citizens and dedicated bicyclists. Today in the city, the bicycle accounts for 11 percent of
all trips to work and school (Totten and Settina, 1997).
Other western states and cities have notable bicycle transportation programs.
Seattle, Washington, is often considered one of the best of the major metropolitan cities
for bicycling. The city annually spends an average of 4 million dollars on bicycle and
pedestrian projects (FHWA, 1994). Seattle has an extensive system of separated paths,
bike lanes, and wide curb lanes. The separated paths play an important role in the
network. Four trails (Burke-Gliman, Sammamish River, Duwamish-Green River, and
Interurban) are separate facilities that lead from the north, east, and south of the city into
the downtown area (Central Puget Sound, 1997). The Burke-Gilman Trail averages over
2,000 bicycle commuters a day (Litman, 1994). Seattle utilizes the separate bike path
strategy more so than most cities, yet integrates these trails well with other facilities. The
bicycle is very well institutionalized as a transportation vehicle in Seattle. Other western
cities are beginning to consider the bicycle more seriously as a transportation mode,
including Tucson and Phoenix, Arizona and Denver and Boulder, Colorado. Phoenix
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allocates one percent of its annual tax revenue for improvement in the bicycle
infrastructure and facilities and has over 30 transit buses equipped with bike racks
(FHWA, 1994).
While it may seem that only western states and cities are encouraging bicycling,
other areas of the U.S. are making equal advancements in increasing bicycling. North
Carolina has had a strong bicycle program since 1974 (Totten and Settina, 1997). Within
the North Carolina. Department of Transportation a staff of six people review every road
plan and improvement project for bicycle suitability. North Carolina has a successful
statewide bicycle education program. The program teaches all fourth graders effective
cycling techniques for riding in traffic and checking and maintaining the safety of a
bicycle. Minnesota is rapidly increasing funding for bicycling and is expected to allocate
10 million dollars to bicycle projects by 2000.
Florida has traditionally been notorious for having high bicyclist fatality statistics.
Part of the problem is attributable to elderly cyclists. Between 1986 and 1995, 8.8
cyclists per million people were killed by automobiles, which was the highest in the
nation (Cohen, 1997). The national average during the same time period was 4.3 cyclists
killed by automobiles (Cohen, 1997). In an attempt to make Florida safer for bicyclists,
the state has spent 8 to 12 million dollars each year since 1979 on improving bicycle
infrastructure. The state has shifted to a strategy of widening curb lanes and utilizing
paved shoulders in an attempt to maximize safety for both the motorist and cyclist.
Statewide bicycle planner Dan Burden believes in a more low profile approach to bicycle
planning by concentrating on widening roads and paving shoulders, while addressing
potential roadway hazards, and minimizing signage and roadway painting and striping.l
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In addition to investing 100 million dollars to bicycle safety and highway improvements,
Florida has invested 10 million in cycling training and safety programs (FHWA, 1994).
Throughout the state, 20 trained local bicycle coordinators work to make bicycling a safe
transportation option in their communities (FHWA, 1994). Florida State University's
Institute for Marketing of Alternative Transportation houses the Florida Bicycle
Commuter Center. The center assists employers and businesses in accommodating
bicycle commuters and introducing bicycle commuter programs. Obviously Florida has
its dangerous areas for bicycling. Nationwide, four of the top ten metro areas in terms of
percent of traffic fatalities that were bicyclists are in Florida; #1 Tampa- St. Petersburg,
#3 Fort Lauderdale, #5 Miami, and #9 Orlando (Cohen et al., 1997). Although Florida
bicyclists are at relatively high risk, there are some bright spots. One of these is the city
of Gainesville. According to Jim Williams (University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire),
Gainesville has 35.2 bicycle commuters per 1,000 total commuters, one of the highest
such ratios in the country (Larson, 1995). Gainesville is estimated to have 8,000 to
12,000 bicycle commuters (Totten and Settina, 1997). Commuters make their way to and
from work on 58 miles of bicycle lanes and a growing network of wide curb lanes, which
currently totals 17 miles.
Recent transportation legislation and air quality concerns have prompted most
larger cities to write a bicycle plan and make either a token effort or genuine
improvement towards facilitating bicycle transportation. Some of these cities are making
real progress. In Arlington, Virginia, 90 percent of the residents live within 500 meters
of a designated bike facility or route (Pravetz, 1995). College towns boast some of the
highest percentages of utilitarian bicyclists, including Monterey, California; Champaign-
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Urbana, Illinois; Boulder, Colorado; Madison, Wisconsin; Bloomington, Indiana; Ann
Arbor, Michigan; and State College, Pennsylvania. Madison claims to have 100 miles of
bicycle infrastructure (Hager, 1993). A high point of 35 percent of all trips being made
by bicycle was cited for State College (Pravetz, 1995).
The bicycle is being seriously thought of as a transportation vehicle in states and
cities which have introduced measures to institutionalize the bicycle. The case studies of
Portland and Palo Alto illustrate the components of institutionalization and the many
measures implemented to achieve it. When the bicycle reaches this status, it will be
incorporated automatically into transportation plans.
Section II: The Benefits of Bicycle Transportation
As an alternative mode of transportation, the benefits of bicycle transportation are
the flip side of many of the negative impacts of motor vehicles. While this section may
just as well have been titled the negative aspects of motor vehicles, bicycles must be
recognized as a being part of the solution to the growing problems associated with
automobiles. This section will explore the motor vehicle dominated culture and
landscape in America and some associated problems. It will present the benefits of
bicycle transportation, but also demonstrate that the bicycle can truly be a feasible
transportation mode in many circumstances.
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The American Car Culture
Henry Ford once said his dream was for every American family to own an
automobile. Today the average American household owns more than one car. In the last
15 years the number of cars owned by Americans rose by 41.9 percent, while the
population increased 15.9 percent (Clark 1994). It is often remarked that Americans love
their cars. Most people use them every day (the average American drives 12,000 miles a
year). Our vehicles have radios, cd players, and phones in them; they have air
conditioners and air fresheners; they have decorations, bumper stickers, and novelty
license plates. It seems that Americans do have a love affair with vehicles. They are like
a member of the family, they even have their own room in the house - the garage (Berger,
1993). The motor vehicle is a dominant part of American culture. It seems to represent
freedom, convenience, individualism, status, advancement, power, and personal mobility
all in one. Americans enjoy tremendous personal transportation freedom, more than any
other country in the world. We live in the most car dependent society in the world. The
auto-boom of the 1950s increased our standard of mobility and living. Today, the
automobile has begun to decrease our standard of living and decreases our mobility in
grid-locked urban areas. The American love of the automobile has become more of a
dependency. We live in a country where the automobile is such a dominant mode of
transportation that the feasibility of a serious alternative mode of transportation is
unfathomable to many.
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Land Use and Aesthetic Pollution
The automobile has so dominated thinking and policymaking that the landscape
has evolved based on this single mode of transportation. Auto-oriented land use and
sprawl are major side effects to automobile dependency. Automobile related
infrastructure makes up one-half to two-thirds of the of the space in American cities
(Renner and Lowe, 1989). Wolfgang Zuckerman labels this deterioration of the natural
landscape by car infrastructure as aesthetic pollution (Zuckerman, 1991). It is a rarely
considered type of pollution; in fact many people are not even conscious of its existence.
Over 60,000 square miles (10 percent of all arable land) has been paved for automobile
infrastructure (Zuckerman 1991). Automobile infrastructure has replaced agricultural
land, wetlands, wilderness areas, and historical areas. One automobile demands nine
parking places, according to the Institute for Transportation Engineers (Clark, 1994). This
demand for parking has led to some horrible land uses; parking lots are typically double
the surface size of the office building or establishment they are for (Clark, 1994). Once
green pastures and fields of the country side are now fields of asphalt. This aesthetic
pollution is a totally irreversible change to the landscape. Aesthetic pollution extends
into the atmosphere. Huge billboard signs obstruct our vision of the landscape, and
towering fast food restaurant signs litter the sky as they are visible from miles away.
American planner and forester Benton MacKaye developed a theory of human
connections to the landscape. He argued that if this connection is broken we become
detached from the natural landscape. When this happens, it threatens our health as a
society as we become desensitized to landscape changes, sprawl, and aesthetic pollution.
Researcher and writer Wolfgang Zuckerman claims that automobiles have broken this
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essential connection. He writes, summarizing the process of aesthetic pollution and
sprawl, that...
The car is largely responsible... for allowing structures to be scattered about in no
particular order with a sea of parked vehicles around them; secondly it isolates us
and speeds us through the very same landscapes so that we lose our distaste for
them and they bother us less; and finally having created the nondescript landscape
and having isolated us from it, the car then gives us the means to leave such an
area and embark on the search for an unspoiled landscape eventually to be
blighted in its turn.(Zuckerman, 1991:12).
The bicycle does not break the essential connection we have to the natural
landscape. First of all the bicycle is a transportation vehicle of human scale; it promotes
land use that is on that scale. It does not promote urban sprawl or the construction of
super highways and super malls. The bicycle focuses people's everyday activities, and
thus land use, at the neighborhood and community level. Since the bicycle does not
isolate the driver from the surrounding landscape and does not allow individuals to
simply speed through an area, bicyclists become more in touch with their environment
and their community.
Suburban sprawl was born because people could use cars to commute on freeways
making it possible to live farther from their workplaces. Automobiles were and still are
the only way to navigate in the suburban environments. In a vicious cycle, sprawl
produces an environment where the car becomes a necessity and increased levels of
automobile use produce more sprawl. The vicious circle of urban sprawl is illustrated in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The Vicious Circle of Urban Sprawl
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Our automobile culture creates a whole landscape that is very spread out, one of
huge malls and retail super stores that attract people from increasingly wider radiuses to
drive to their stores. Cities and suburbs continue to sprawl gobbling up more land, as
people are more willing to drive further distances to carry out their daily routines. Today
commuting times and distances are at all time highs.
As population disperses with urban sprawl, we become even more dependent on
our automobiles (Figure 5). With this increased use of automobiles, the negative aspects
of their use also increase. Problems such as pollution, congestion, and global warming
indicate automobiles are approaching the point where they are no longer a benefit to
society, but beginning to become a burden. Automobiles are approaching a critical mass,
and the bicycle can be part of an effective strategy to help reduce car use.
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Figure 5: The Spatial Growth of Suburban Sprawl Since 1920
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Noise Pollution
Another rarely considered pollution created by motor vehicles is noise pollution.
Noise pollution is the constant noise generated by tires, engines, horns, car alarms, sirens,
heavy trucks, air brakes, and cars with muffler problems. The average noise created in
the vicinity of a freeway or express way is above 65 decibels (Zuckerman, 1991). Traffic
noise is the leading source of community noise pollution throughout the United States.
(Suter, 1991). This noise pollution is threatening the quality of life for many citizens
especially for urban and suburban dwellers. Noise pollution can be thought of as a
general loss of peace and quiet that can lead to hearing loss, sleep loss, headaches,
annoyance, and added stress. It is estimated that 46.6 million Americans are affected by
noise pollution from traffic of over 60 decibels (Suter, 1991).The bicycle is basically
silent compared to the noise level of other transportation modes. Rush hour noise in an
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urban center in China consists of the spin of chains, whirl of pedals, and the ringing of
bells (Lowe, 1989).
Energy Efficiency and Conservation
One of the bicycle's most attractive characteristics from an environmental
perspective is energy efficiency. Energy efficiency has two facets in regards to the
bicycle, vehicle efficiency and fuel efficiency. The human being on a bicycle is one of
the most efficient modes of transportation of any creature or machine on Earth (Wilson,
1973). A human on a bicycle traveling 10 mph on level terrain uses about 97 BTUs
compared to 500 BTUs for walking per mile while increasing speed 3 to 4 times (US
DOT, 1980). Depending on the speed involved, the Bicycle is 10 to 40 times more
energy efficient than any motorized modes (closer to 10 times at 30 mph, closer to 40
times at 10 mph) (US DOT, 1980). Energy shortages in the 1970s caused Americans to
temporarily consider negative aspects of their dependence on fossil fuels. This prompted
the U.S. Department of Transportation to issue a report advocating the increased use of
bicycling for energy conservation. Bicycles use very minute amounts of fossil fuels and
petroleum. The fuel that a bicycle burns is calories from food, something Americans
have no shortage of. Today, automobiles account for 40 percent of the oil consumption
in the U.S. (Clark, 1994). Motor vehicles consume 16 million barrels of oil a day (Clark,
1994). Current trends indicate that vehicles are getting larger and less fuel efficient as
annual vehicle miles continue to rise. These trends insure that oil consumption will only
increase in the near future. Bicycling currently saves between 120 and 680 million
gallons of gasoline a year (FHWA, 1994). Each new bicycle commuter or bike and ride
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commuter saves roughly 400 gallons of gasoline a year (Replogle, 1983). An additional
source of energy efficiency is included in bicycle manufacturing, which uses less energy
than automobile manufacturing (Sykes and Driscoll, 1996).
Air Pollution
Air pollution is one of the most severe negative aspects of automobile dependence
threatening both the environment and public health. All over the world cities are being
choked by automobile produced smog. Currently, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency identifies 82 cities with air quality problems (Smith, 1994) There are 182
metropolitan regions in noncompliance with respect to at least one of the six major air
pollutants (US DOT, 1997). In a 1988 study it was estimated that 112 million Americans
live in areas where at least one air quality standard is not met (MacKenzie et al., 1992).
Motor vehicles are the single largest contributor to air pollution in the world
(Lowe, 1990). Their emissions include significant amounts of nitrogen oxides,
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, carbon, lead, particulates, organic compounds, acid
deposition, photochemical oxidants, sulfur dioxide, and chlorofluorocarbons. Smog is
kind of a general term for urban air pollution, but it is really ozone plus all other
atmospheric contaminants. Smog is not just localized in the heavily urbanized areas; air
pollution haze reduces visibility nearly everywhere. One of the most threatening
problems facing our National Park System is air pollution of this nature. Nitrogen
oxides, sulfur dioxides and other mixtures of auto emissions contribute to acid rain and
acid deposition. Acid rain causes extensive environmental degradation of crops, forests,
and aquatic life. Figure 6 shows transportation produces 8.4 million metric tons of
Figure 6: Nitrogen Oxide Emissions by Source
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nitrogen oxide, or is 41 percent of the total nitrogen oxide emissions and consequently a
comparable percentage of nitric acid precipitation. Automobiles are also a major source
of carbon monoxide emissions (Figure 7).
Chloroflurocarbons (CFCs) are the pollutant responsible for the global
environmental crisis of ozone layer depletion. While automobile engines emit very little
amounts of CFCs, the coolant used in many automobile air conditioners is a significant
source of CFCs. In 1991, there were 90 to 95 million automobile air conditioners used in
the U.S. (Darnay, 1992). On average they each produced 2.5 pounds of
chloroflourocarbons a year (Darnay, 1992). Since 1995 the use of CFCs in automobile
air conditioners is prohibited, and alternative coolants are being used.
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Table 2: Pollution from different Transportation Modes
Data in grams per 100 passenger miles
Mode
Bicycle
Rapid rail
Light rail
Transit bus
Van pool
Car pool
Solo occupant car
Hydrocarbons
0
.3
.4
20.0
36.0
70.0
209.0
Carbon
Monoxide
0
2
3
305
242
52
1506
Nitrogen
Oxides
0
49
69
154
38
69
206
Source: Darnay (1992)
Table 2 illustrates the different emissions of air pollutants and those that cause
photochemical pollution for common modes of urban transportation. The benefit of
bicycle transportation is quite obvious on this subject; the bicycle is a nonpolluting
vehicle. Not only is the bicycle a nonpolluting vehicle also when it is utilized for
transportation it generally serves as a substitute in place of an automobile. Essentially a
nonpolluting mode is replacing the most polluting mode for the trip. In this context it can
be argued that the bicycle actually contributes to cleansing the air. Due to the cold start
phenomenon the highest emission rates for motor vehicles are for short trips, trips most
likely to be replaced by bicycles (Litman, 1994). If only one percent of automobile trips
are replaced by bicycles, the auto emissions will be cut four percent (Litman, 1994).
Table 2 also presents the case for an inter-modal approach to transportation. An example
of this inter-modal approach would be utilizing a bicycle for the trip to the rail station.
Such is the reality in much of western Europe.
A primary concern of automobile air pollution is its effects on humans. Air
pollution's effect on human health is staggering and widespread. Ozone exposure causes
eye irritation, bronchitis, headaches, and emphysema and asthma attacks (Zuckerman,
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1991). In the summertime, ozone can get very concentrated due to heat and high
intensity solar radiation. This summer Washington, D.C., experienced several days of
high ozone levels, prompting ozone action warnings. On these days carpooling is highly
recommended, and bus transit is free throughout the city. Carbon monoxide is toxic and
in low amounts causes respiratory irritation and coronary damage (Zuckerman, 1991).
Hydrocarbons include benzene, which is a major carcinogenic concern. Other
hydrocarbons cause eye and throat irritation and cause asthma in children and the elderly
(Lowe, 1990). Doctors estimate that air pollution kills an average of 6 people a day.
Hundreds of additional people are hospitalized. (Zuckerman, 1991). The American Lung
Association estimates that urban air pollution increases respiratory disease by at least
50,000 people annually (FHWA, 1994). The annual health costs attributed to automobile
air pollution are 10 billion dollars (MacKenzie et al., 1992). In addition, there are serious
worldwide health problems associated with ozone depletion.
Carbon dioxide is not considered a pollutant because it is naturally occurring in
the atmosphere and is used by plants in the photosynthesis process. Although it is not
officially considered a pollutant, carbon dioxide is a serious problem because it is the
primary greenhouse gas. Carbon dioxide accumulates in the atmosphere; here it allows
the sun's energy to reach the earth, but does not allow radiated long-wave infrared rays to
escape the atmosphere. The greenhouse effect traps heat in the atmosphere that should
escape into space. While global warming continues to be a debated world wide scientific
issue, one fact remains; world carbon dioxide levels have skyrocketed in the late 20th
century (Figures 8 and 9). Carbon dioxide is the gas responsible for over half of the
global warming problem and remains in the atmosphere longer than any other greenhouse
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gas (Lowe, 1990). It is estimated that in 1860, CO2 emissions were 93 million tons. By
1950, these had increased to 1.62 billion tons, and in 1995 emissions were hovering
around 6 billion tons (Roodman, 1995) (figures 8 and 9). Even if carbon dioxide
emissions level out, there is too much CO2 in the atmosphere to be absorbed by forests
and oceans (Roodman, 1995). CO2 will continue to concentrate in the atmosphere and
retain heat.
Figure 8: World Carbon Emissions from Fossil Fuel Burning
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Automobiles are a major source of carbon dioxide emissions world wide. On
average each car in the United States emits 5 tons of carbon dioxide a year (Darnay,
1992). Annual emissions of CO2 in the United States have increased rapidly since 1960.
Nearly one-third of the nations carbon dioxide emissions are from the transportation
sector (Figure 10). In 1990, 350 million tons were emitted. The world transportation
sector accounts for an estimated 0.42 billion metric tons of CO2 per year (Figure 11)
(Darnay, 1992). Automobiles account for over 13 percent of all carbon dioxide emitted
(Lowe, 1990). More importantly automobiles represent the source of carbon dioxide that
is likely to increase the most. Predictions for the future speculate that the majority of all
CO2 emissions will be from automobiles. Many less developed countries, such as India,
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Indonesia, Thailand, and Vietnam, are expanding their automobile fleets hoping it will
increase foreign investment and economic growth (Tunali, 1995). Brazil's automobile
production shot up 40 percent from 1992 to 1994 (Tunali, 1995). China is a nation of
over 1.2 billion people, and only 5 percent of them own an automobile (Tunali, 1995).
China has decided to subsidize private car ownership and has opened its doors to foreign
car companies (Tunali, 1995). Japan, Germany, and the U.S. companies have already
invested eagerly in the Chinese automobile market. All indications are that the number
of cars on the road in China is about to explode as previously mentioned (as much as
elevenfold by 2010) (Tunali, 1995).
Through technological advancements in emission reduction devices, cleaner fuels,
alternative powered vehicles, air quality standards, and emission standards vehicles are
now much cleaner than in the past. The EPA report, Air Pollutant Emissions Trends,
shows that between 1990 and 1996 carbon monoxide was down 8 percent, nitrogen oxide
was down 2 percent, and volatile organic compounds were down 9 percent. California
along with other states has developed goals for a mandatory percentages of ultra-low
emission vehicles, zero emission vehicles, and vehicles that use alternative fuel. The fact
remains that vehicles are getting more numerous and logging more miles every year.
Traffic Congestion
It is ironic that the most likely cause for a mode shift away from the single
occupant vehicle may be too many other motor vehicles. Automobile transportation's
most recognizable problem may be traffic congestion. Automobiles provide us
tremendous convenience in personal mobility, but only so long as their numbers remain
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low. Today in many urban and suburban settings the automobile is becoming a
transportation disadvantage due to rush hour congestion and gridlock. The days when the
automobile guaranteed convenient mobility and quick access to all areas are over. The
car does not contribute to quality of life quite as much as it once did. The average traffic
speed in downtown London is 8 miles per hour, and in Tokyo it is even slower (Renner
and Lowe, 1989). In the U.S., the Los Angeles metropolitan area has more freeways than
anywhere in the world, yet the average freeway travel speed is under 31 miles per hour
(MacKenzie et al., 1991). The average speed on Los Angeles freeways is projected to
decrease to 10 mph by 2010 (MacKenzie et al., 1991).
The current transportation statistics and trends show that traffic congestion is only
going to get worse in the near future. The United States already has more dependency on
the motor vehicle than any country in the world. The number of automobiles and light
trucks has increased dramatically (by 86.1 percent) since 1970 (U.S. DOT, 1997). The
average American drove over 12,000 miles in 1990, and per capita vehicle miles in the
U.S. are increasing at a rate of 2.6 percent per year (MacKenzie et al., 1990). The 1990
census revealed that over 60 percent of the office jobs in the U.S. are located in the
suburbs compared to just 25 percent in 1970 (Clark, 1994). In 1990, suburb to suburb
commutes accounted for over 44 percent of suburban commutes, while suburb to
downtown accounted for only 20 percent of all commutes (U.S. DOT, 1997).
Increasingly, commuters have to rely on the automobile because alternative modes are
either not available or provide inadequate service. In the suburban areas alternative
modes are especially underutilized because of the increased distances and scarce public
transportation options. In fact the average commute travel time in 1990 was 22.4
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minutes, up from 21.7 minutes in 1980, and the number of commuters who drove alone
increased nearly 10 percent. The 1995 Nationwide Personal Transportation Survey
reports that the average vehicle occupancy is 1.14 (the lowest in 26 years of the NPTS)
(U.S. DOT NPTS, 1997). Driving alone increased, while all the alternative modes had a
lower percentage of commuters in 1990 as compared to 1980 (Table 3).
Table 3: American's Journey to Work Mode: 1980 and 1990
Mode of Transport
Total Workers
Vehicle drove alone
Vehicle carpool
Public Transportation
Walked
Bicycle
Worked at home
Other modes
1980 Census
96,617,296
62,139,449
19,065,047
6,175,061
5,413,248
468,348
2,179,863
703,237
100.0%
64.4%
19.7%
6.4%
5.6%
.5%
2.3%
.7%
1990 Census
115,070,274
99,592,932
15,377,634
6,096,589
4,488,886
466,856
3,406,025
808,582
100.0%
73.2%
13.4%
5.3%
3.9%
.4%
3.0%
.7%
1995 NPTS
100.00%
75.00%
16.00%
3.13%
NA
NA
NA
NA
Sources: Clark (1994) / U.SDOT (1994)
Sitting in traffic congestion wastes time, money, and gasoline, while adding to air
pollution, carbon dioxide emissions, loss of productivity, accidents, and stress. If travel
trends continue, in the next two decades travel time will increase 5.6 billion hours, 7.3
gallons of gasoline will be wasted, an additional 73 million tons of carbon dioxide will be
emitted annually, and total travel costs will increase by 41 billion dollars (MacKenzie et
al., 1992).
The solution to traffic congestion in the U.S. has typically been to invest in and
build more automobile infrastructure. This trend is obvious in the fact that highway
spending was doubled between 1981 and 1991, while funding for alternative
transportation modes was cut by 50 percent (Clark, 1994). Projects such as adding lanes
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or building new freeways only attract more drivers. People who before the new
construction were carpooling or traveling alternate routes are now taking the new roads
as single occupants. Whenever a new route opens, it draws additional travelers and
before long becomes as congested as the previous situation. When the bicycle is treated
as a transportation vehicle and planned for with bike lanes, wide curb lanes or paved
shoulders, it does not contribute to traffic congestion, it even mitigates congestion
slightly. A common commuter jersey reads on the back "one less car;" essentially that is
what the bicyclist represents in terms of congestion mitigation. A bicycle simply takes
up less space than a motor vehicle. However, roadways planned ignoring the bicycle as a
transportation vehicle may, in some circumstances, add to traffic congestion. In this
situation the slower moving bicyclist, who has a legal right to the road, adds to
congestion because a car can not pass without crossing into the left hand, or oncoming
lane, and subsequently must slow down. Planning for the bicycle as a transportation
vehicle reduces additional possible congestion.
Traffic congestion can not be corrected by building more roads because it does
not address the real problem: that the motor vehicle is utilized for far too many trips.
Alternate mode and integrated transportation systems must be implemented to reduce
trips made by motor vehicles. By increasing the use of alternative modes, automobile
trips are successfully reduced, in this manner the bicycle can dramatically reduce
congestion and pollution.
Trip Distance and Trip Times
Many people who over-utilize their motor vehicles view the bicycle as an inferior
mode of transportation, if they view it as a mode of transportation at all. One of the most
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Figure 12: Daily Trip Distances in U.S.
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Source: Source: Sykes & Driscoll (1996)
common misconceptions is that the distances they travel are too far and would not be
feasible by bicycle. In most cases, especially in metropolitan areas, this notion is false.
Statistics on nationwide trip distances indicates that our daily trips are very local (Figure
12).
Nearly 80 percent of all trips taken by Americans are of 10 miles or less and
nearly 50 percent of all trips are less than 3 miles. It becomes clear that 40 to 50 percent
of all trips made are within reasonable bicycling distance for almost anyone, and 80
percent of all trips are within reasonable distance for the average recreational cyclist.
Another popular misguided claim is that bicycle transportation would take too
much additional time, or even be a waste of time. Actually, in an urban area the bicycle
is very comparable to the automobile in terms of travel times. Consider the magnitude of
the congestion problem in urban areas; in these cases a bicycle can actually be a faster
mode of transportation than an automobile. A prime example of this fact is the
phenomenon of bicycle messenger businesses in New York City, Washington,
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Philadelphia, and other urban centers. The fact that these businesses exist and thrive is
proof that bicycles have superior travel times for short urban trips. The bicycle's
advantage is that it offers door to door transportation. When bicycle parking is available,
it is generally right adjacent to the entrance. A motorist can waste much of the travel
time circling around near the destination in search of a parking space and then walking a
moderate distance to reach the entrance. When considering door-to-door travel time
between a motorist and a cyclist, travel time is usually comparable for short urban trips.
The distance at which the bicycle and the motor vehicle have comparable travel times is
largely a function of how fast the bicyclist is moving. Figure 13 illustrates the travel
times for various trip distances at different average speeds. Another aspect to consider is
that the bicycle trip involves exercise time for the rider, so he or she is basically
multitasking exercise with transportation.
Minutes
Figure 13: Bicycle Trip Travel Times
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Source: Sykes & Driscoll (1996)
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The bicycle may not suit everyone for the commute to work, but the commute to
and from work constitutes only 21 percent of all trips. Other trips may not involve as
many barriers to bicycle use and can effectively replace many automobile trips. Bicycles
replace between 2.2 and 12 billion passenger vehicle miles annually (FHWA, 1993)
Perhaps the real potential contribution of the bicycle is achieved when it is used in
conjunction with other modes. In America, 53 percent of the population lives within 2
miles of a public transportation route, which is the optimum distance for a bicycle trip
(FHWA, 1994). Many cities are integrating bicycling with transit systems. Many of the
cities mentioned in the case studies have retrofitted transit buses with bike racks. "Bike
on rail" programs allow bicycles on subways during off peak hours; these programs are
gaining popularity in cities such as San Francisco and Washington D.C.(FHWA, 1994).
Integrated multi-modal transportation projects are being used as a low cost strategy to
reduce automobile trips in urban areas.
Financial, Health, and Quality of Life Benefits
The bicycle is also far less expensive to own and operate than an automobile. It is
the most affordable personal transportation vehicle. The 1995 NPTS indicates that there
are 9 million households in the country that do not own a motor vehicle (US DOT, 1995).
For these households with the lowest incomes, the bicycle is affordable personal
transportation. Households with motor vehicles can still save money by utilizing the
bicycle for numerous short trips. Short urban trips are among the worst in terms of wear
and tear on a vehicle. Replacing several short auto trips a week with the bicycle can
extend the life of a vehicle, reduce mileage, and save money in user costs. Todd Litman
has estimated the total comparative savings of bicycle trips. His research and
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calculations resulted in an estimated dollar value for total per trip savings of a shift from
driving to bicycling in a metro area (Table 4).
Table 4: Estimated Total Per-Trip Savings of Shift from Driving to Bicycling for a
2.5 Mile Trip
Congestion
Air Pollution
Noise
Parking
User Costs
Road Maintenance
External Energy costs
Environmental and Social
Total
Urban Peak Travel
$0.32
$0.40
$0.02
$1.50
$0.60
$0.02
$0.12
$0.23
$3.21
Urban Off-Peak Travel
$0.03
$0.24
$0.02
$0.25
$0.40
$0.02
$0.10
$0.23
$1.29
Source: Litman (1994)
The fact is regular exercise improves healthiness and quality of life are well
recognized. The nature of bicycling as an exercise activity is perhaps more well known
than its utility as a transportation mode. The exercise bike is a testament to this thinking
because it is utilized strictly for fitness. The bicycle's reemergence for use by adults in
the late sixties was primarily as a fitness activity. Today 60 percent of bicycle trips are
for recreation and fitness purposes. Regular bicycle trips of 30 minutes or more provide
sufficient exercise to reduce the risk of heart disease, high blood pressure, stroke,
osteoporosis, and other ailments, while increasing endurance, muscle strength, fitness
level, and balance (Burke, 1992). The bicyclist is transported from point A to point B
while reaping the benefits of an increase in exercise activity. The health benefits of
bicycling in terms of air quality were touched on previously.
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Health Care costs continue to rise in America. The estimated expenditures on
heart disease alone are 135 billion dollars a year (Burke, 1992). Since inactivity is the
single greatest risk associated with heart disease, bicycle transportation could have a role
in offsetting some of these expenses while enhancing societal health. Bicycle
transportation also has benefits in some intangible aspects of health like boosting an
individual's state of mind and outlook on life. However, bicycle transportation does pose
a danger to one's health to an extent also. Riding a bicycle for transportation means
coexisting safely with motor vehicle traffic which many people perceive as being very
dangerous. It appears, overall, that the benefits of bicycle transportation outweigh the
risks and costs. Estimates have been made that the aerobic exercise of bicycling
compensates accident risk by 20 to 1 in average life expectancy (Pravetz, 1995). It must
be pointed out that safe roadways or facilities and biker education classes reduce accident
levels compared to uneducated bicyclists operating on inadequate facilities.
Consider for a moment a bicycle Utopia with all the advantages and benefits
mentioned previously: no noise or pollution, very little if any congestion, no urban
sprawl, presumably a healthier society with more sense of community, environmental
awareness, and energy conservation. While such a Utopia may never be achieved, it is
helpful to visualize because it illustrates the benefits of the bicycle and that it should
never be disregarded or underestimated as a transportation vehicle.
General Barriers to Bicycle Transportation
With all the benefits of bicycle transportation to the user, to the environment,
and to society, why do bicycle trips constitute such a miniscule percentage of total trips?
There are perceived disadvantages and barriers to bicycling as a mode of transportation.
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The National Bicycling and Walking Study found that there are three categories of
barriers to bicycling: initial barriers, trip barriers, and destination barriers. Initial barriers
include simply not considering bicycling as a transportation option, or as an inferior
option, situational constraints that make it necessary to use a car, physical constraints,
and personal attitudes. Additional barriers to bicycling are common practices that make
the car an irresistible choice. Economists often point to the fact that the motorist does not
pay for the full cost of driving; driving in a sense is subsidized in this way (Mackenzie et
al, 1992). A common example is the cost associated with employer and customer
reserved parking. Economists estimate that ending the practice of employer paid parking
would reduce solo commutes 18 to 81 percent depending on local conditions (Mackenzie
et al., 1992).
If a person has an open attitude about bicycle transportation and has cleared all
the initial barriers, trip barriers remain to discourage the bicycle trip many times. Trip
barriers are negative perceptions of the trip. One of the most often mentioned reasons for
not bicycling is fear for one's safety in traffic (FWHA 1994). Indeed an absence of
consideration for the bicycle in street design and planning can produce inadequate and
dangerous conditions for bicyclists. It must be noted, however, that the lack of bike paths
and bike lanes in itself is not a major barrier if the existing street network is determined
to be suitable for bicycling. There are detailed design and hazard barriers that will be
discussed in later chapters. Other trip barriers may include climatic or weather factors.
Destination barriers largely refer to a lack of bicycle parking and fear of bicycle
theft. In the case of bicycle commuting, destination barriers may involve lack of
changing and shower areas or employer discrimination.
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Now that the great benefits of bicycle transportation have been discussed, the next
section will examine past planning efforts made to support bicycle transportation in
Bowling Green.
Section III: Background on Bicycle Planning Efforts in Bowling Green
In many cities and towns, bicycling emerged in the late 1960s and early 1970s as
primarily a fitness activity. In the early 1970s, cities began to recognize the demands of
cyclists for better infrastructure. Bowling Green was no exception. In 1975, local
organizations and bicycle groups petitioned city officials to establish a plan for better
bicycle facilities (City of Bowling Green, 1978). The response of the city government
was to stripe a designated bike lane on Nutwood Drive. This bicycle lane served as an
experimental facility to test demand. Initially the lane was well-used, but eventually the
bicycle lane failed to produce the cycling traffic planners hoped for (Davis, 1989). The
experimental bicycle lane project had been implemented on only one street! A bike lane
on one street does not offer any advantages to a utilitarian bicyclist unless he or she
begins and ends his trip on the same street. A bicycle facility should not be used as a
measure of general bicycle demand; it simply provides a space to ride for cyclists using
that roadway. Possibly the Nutwood Drive bicycle lane had simply achieved its
expectation of failure.
The city's next strategy was to request funding from the Federal Highway
Administration for a bike path demonstration system (City of Bowling Green, 1978).
The proposal was not granted funding and the project folded. Also in 1975, an
application to the Kentucky Department of Transportation for developing a bicycle
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facilities plan was accepted and funded (City of Bowling Green, 1978). The project to
develop a bicycle plan for Bowling Green began in 1975, and the final report was
completed in the spring of 1978. One of the first tasks completed was the creation of a
bicycle advisory committee, with members of the community from the local planning
office, WKU faculty, local cyclists, and government representatives (City of Bowling
Green, 1978). A bicycle advisory committee is one of the key ingredients to making a
city bicycle-friendly (Clarke, 1992). The bicycle advisory committee met several times
to establish goals for the bicycle plan. The goals guided the city planning staff in their
research and planning. The bicycle plan that emerged was largely from the cyclist's
point of view. While in some cases a bicycle plan has meant a plan to get bicycles off the
road, the Bowling Green Bicycle Facilities Plan of 1978 was a genuine attempt to make
bicycle transportation feasible in the city. The final report states, "a main thrust of the
plan is to encourage the integration of cyclists into the traffic flow and to establish
bicycles as an alternative means of transportation." (City of Bowling Green, 1978:8).
The bicycle plan included three main goals: provide a safer cycling environment,
improve the cycling environment, and eliminate bicycle theft. A wide range of objectives
were developed to help achieve the three main goals. Bicycle facility strategies
comprised "including cyclist's needs in the development of new streets," designated on-
street bicycle routes, residential bike routes, paved shoulders, and segregated bicycle
paths (City of Bowling Green, 1978:3).
In terms of achieving the goal to improve the cycling environment, many of the
recommendations were excellent including bicycle merging signs, left-hand turning
lanes, paved shoulders, and bicycle sensitive traffic signal detectors. Other
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recommendations included improved parking for bicycles and the establishment of a
bicycle registration program. The program was to take five years and cost $116,513.59
(City of Bowling Green, 1978). However, the bicycle plan only evaluated the suitability
of bicycling on a handful of roads that did not include the principal arterial and collector
streets in and around Bowling Green. These roads were evaluated because they were to
be included as proposed bicycle routes. Like many similar bicycle route strategies, they
do little for the utilitarian bicyclist, lacking convenience and directness. Bicycle routes
are aimed at the novice recreational cyclist and are in effect a guided tour of local and
residential streets and in this case lacked connectivity. The Bowling Green Bicycle
Facility Plan was never implemented an its recommendations for a bikeway network and
supporting facilities were never adopted (Davis, 1989). The bicycle advisory committee
disbanded, and no other bicycle plans were ever implemented.
Bicycle planning efforts have historically been very limited in Bowling Green.
The next section discusses different approaches to bicycle planning and the implications
for developing a planning approach for Bowling Green.
Section IV: Conflicting Approaches to Bicycle Planning
Since the reemergence in cycling popularity in the early 1970s, city planners,
transportation planners, engineers, and community leaders have attempted various
strategies to handle the increasing abundance of bicyclists. All of the strategies for
bicycle plans, laws, designs, and facilities can be boiled down into two views of bicycles.
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These two philosophies have evolved into the two separate approaches to bicycle
planning. While both philosophies and approaches to planning exist and are utilized,
they, frequently, represent opposites in terms of the utilitarian bicyclist and are largely
incompatible. These two approaches must be discussed in order to affirm the
philosophical theories underlying the methodologies, and the viewpoints driving the
overall analysis.
The two planning approaches originate from how the bicycle is viewed.
Basically, one perspective views the bicycle as a transportation vehicle, while the other
sees it as a piece of recreational equipment, a glorified children's toy only. Viewing the
bicyclist as a driver of a vehicle means the bicyclist's most effective way of
transportation is to operate on the road system sharing it with drivers of other vehicles.
This view embraces principals which are called vehicular-cycling and lead to a bicycle
integration approach to planning (Untermann, 1984). The bicycle integration approach to
planning focuses on improving the existing roadway infrastructure so that it
accommodates the bicyclists with the same safety, convenience, and respect that it
provides to the motorist. In bicycle integration planning the goal is to design or
transform every road in order to make it suitable for accommodating both the motor
vehicle and the bicycle safely. In this sense the bicycle integration approach is really an
out growth of traffic and transportation engineering. The perspectives of treating the
bicycle as a vehicle are summarized in the following quote written by John Forrester
(1994:3), "Instead of feeling like a trespasser on roads owned by cars the vehicular
cyclist should feel like just another driver with a slightly different vehicle, one who is
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participating and cooperating in the organized mutual effort to get to desired destinations
with the least trouble... the other drivers treat him largely as one of them."
The opposing approach to bicycle planning believes that bicycles cannot be
operated as vehicles on the road system. Therefore, bicycling cannot be integrated with
traffic due to the dangerous nature of cycling on roadways. This view is not a utilitarian
bicyclist's perspective; it is a set of beliefs that originates from the motorist's perspective.
The typical motorist does not view the bicycle as a transportation vehicle, or considers it
an inferior mode of transportation. Many motorists view bicycles on the roads simply as
a delay for automobile traffic, and seem to focus on a misguided notion that bicycling in
traffic is extremely hazardous to bicyclists as well as motorists. In other words, bicycles
on the roads are a problem because of delays and fear of car and bicycle collisions. The
nature of this ideology leads many people to attempt to solve this problem by advocating
separate facilities for cycling. The perception is that everyone would be safer if bicycles
had their own separate facilities, off the roads and out of harms way and the way of
automobiles. The mentality boils down to the idea that roads are for cars and paths are
for bicycles. This approach to bicycle planning is known as bicycle segregation
(Untermann, 1984). The segregation strategy to bicycle planning is deemed the cyclist-
inferiority approach by vehicular-bicycling advocates because it does not accept the fact
that bicycles are transportation vehicles that can operate on the roadways (Forester,
1994). Many novice bicyclists have been taught to fear cycling on roads; they possess
the bicyclist inferiority complex. They feel vulnerable to perceived dangers and presume
they are causing delays when cycling on roads, so they favor bicycle segregation.
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Bicycle segregation tactics focus on planning and constructing bicycle paths. These
paths reduce bicyclists from riders of transportation vehicles to a type of pedestrian.
While there are numerous advantages to the integration approach in planning for
bicycles, there are few, if any, advantages in implementing a bicycle segregation plan in
an urban area. They require additional right of way acquisitions and great expenditures
in the planning, design, and construction of a whole new bicycle infrastructure.
Frequently such a plan will receive a "not in my backyard" response from residents with
property adjacent to the proposed bike path. Integrating cyclists into vehicle traffic
utilizes millions of miles of preexisting transportation infrastructure. Usually the
alterations to the roadways to accommodate bicycles are less expensive than constructing
new segregated facilities. Once bike paths are built, bicyclists are expected to use them
instead of the road; in some extreme cases it becomes illegal to bicycle on the road if a
side path is provided. If bicyclists determine that bike paths are inadequate and return to
riding on the roads, this frequently leads to cyclist and motorist conflict.
Travel time on an urban bike path can be more analogous to walking, while travel
time of urban on-street bicycling is very comparable to motor vehicles. Cycling on a path
becomes totally unpredictable, there are no "rules of the road." Around every bend lurk
joggers, walkers, rollerbladers, and parents with strollers, who must be avoided by
veering dangerously off the path. Due to this phenomenon, it is my experience that it
requires more skill to navigate on a bicycle path than it does to ride on roads. Bicycle
paths are usually not as convenient as utilizing the roadways. Roads are everywhere a
bicyclist wishes to travel. Bicycle paths are not.
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The principal rationale for constructing bicycle paths in an urban environment is
increased safety. Facility specific bicycle accident data is rare because limited research
has been accomplished on the question of bike path safety. The studies that have been
completed indicate that bicycle paths are no safer than cycling on roadways. In fact, they
are far more dangerous. A survey of members from the League of American Wheelmen
showed that the accident rate for bike paths was 2.66 times higher than accident rates for
arterial roads (Table 5) (Kaplan, 1976). A study on accident rates on different bicycle
facilities in Palo Alto found that bike paths increased the accident rate per mile 54.3
percent (Sorton, 1992). A similar study in Gainesville, Florida, produced the results
presented in Table 6.
Table 5: League of American Wheelmen accident rate for different
bicycle facilities
Roadway Type
Arterial road
Collector road
Residential street
Bike path
Accidents per
million bike miles
111
104
58
292
Source: Kaplan (1976); Thorn & Clayton (1992)
Table 6: Gainesville, Four year study of bicycle accidents on different
Facilities
Facility
Wide curb lane
Bike lane
Bike path
No facility
Unknown
Total
accidents
37
50
274
218
21
Accidents wrong
way riding
6
20
199
21
--
Percent
6.1%
8.2%
45.8%
35.8%
4.5%
Source: Sorton (1992)
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Cross and Fisher (1977) have produced the most comprehensive study on car-
bicycle collisions (3 volumes, 819 pages). They found that turning and crossing
maneuvers comprised 89 percent of all car-bicycle collisions in urban. Bicycle paths and
side paths that go anywhere in an urban area do not significantly reduce conflicts caused
with crossing streets and turning vehicles. Urban bike paths must still cross traffic. The
safest place to cross traffic is at a controlled intersection, the place where all cross traffic
is stopped or must stop. Because they are segregated from the roadways, bike paths often
cross traffic at unconventional places or in unusual ways. At traffic crossings, bike paths
put cyclists in areas that are out of the normal view of motorists. Instead of crossing on a
road, bike paths are off to the side where cars are still moving (either accelerating from a
stop or rolling to a stop), and bicyclists are less likely to be seen (Figure 14). Some bike
path crossings force the bicyclist to become a pedestrian and stop and wait at every road
crossing, where as vehicular bicyclist knows that he does not have to stop if the signal is
green.
Figure 14: Collisions exacerbated by unconventional traffic crossing
of a bike path
Cyclists forced to cross in area where motorists are
not expecting or looking for them and are
accelerating or still coming to a stop.
Source: Author's field notes
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Utilizing the road system allows the bicyclist to travel anywhere the road network
goes at the fastest speed he or she can travel. The bicycle segregation approach to urban
bicycle planning is more expensive and less convenient for the utilitarian bicyclist. Bike
paths can be slow, indirect, and dangerous. This approach is the one that threatens to
banish bicycles from operating on the roadways in urban areas.
This is not to say that paths or trails are a negative feature outside of the urban
areas. A great many abandoned railroad lines and canal tow paths are converted into bike
paths and trails. These trails that follow the old railroad beds are flat, straight, and wide.
Because they are largely rural and utilize an existing network of tunnels and bridges, they
have very few encounters with traffic. Railroad bed trails are safe, much wider, and
allow for road-like operation and higher speeds. The rail trails are almost exclusively
used for recreational purposes so connectivity and directness to destinations are not
concerns. Some urban bike paths are completely contained within parks or connect a
network of parks by bicycle bridges and underpasses. These too are largely recreational
paths and are of little use to the utilitarian bicyclist.
Implications in Bowling Green: Scope of Analysis
Bowling Green has attempted to implement plans both from the segregation
approach (the bike path project proposal in 1975) and the integration approach (the 1978
bicycle facilities plan). A plan of bike paths would be not be feasible in Bowling Green
because it is doubtful that the space exists to build any decent network of paths, and even
if the space existed, a path network would have all the disadvantages mentioned above.
A bike path network would simply be too costly in Bowling Green. The only logical
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approach to bicycle planning in Bowling Green is integration. Fortuitously, the fact that
Bowling Green did not build a network of bicycle paths makes it much easier to plan for
bicycle integration.
The utilitarian bicyclist, the cyclist that rides for transportation purposes, is the
design bicyclist focused on in this analysis. The utilitarian bicyclist is best served by a
bicycle integration approach to bicycle planning in making all roads suitable for
bicycling. The utilitarian bicyclist wishes to go everywhere the motorist goes utilizing all
the available roads, so all roads must be suitable for cycling. In addition, recreation
bicyclists will benefit from all the roads being bicycle friendly. They can now use more
suitable roads to incorporate into their existing routes. This analysis will not specifically
design routes for recreational touring, yet could be applied to such a purpose. With all
roads suitable for bicycling, the recreational rider may discover the bicycle as a
transportation vehicle and become a utilitarian cyclist. The final type of cyclist is the
child cyclist. Planning for the child cyclist largely involves slowing residential traffic
and school zone traffic. Specific child bicycle plans will also not be the primary focus of
the analysis.
The bicycle integration approach is the logical choice for Bowling Green. The
first step in implementing this approach is to evaluate the current infrastructure for
bicycle suitability. This evaluation is explained in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 4
Methods and Analysis
The previous two chapters of this thesis addressed the questions of why the
bicycle is a legitimate transportation vehicle and why we are concerned with planning
suitable environments for its use. If the benefits from bicycling are so great, urban areas
should be suitable for its use and should contain infrastructure that makes bicycle
transportation safe and convenient.
In this chapter of the thesis I address bicycle suitability in Bowling Green,
Kentucky. Bowling Green is located in south-central Kentucky in Warren County and
has a population of approximately 50,000. It is also contains the campus of Western
Kentucky University. The presence of a college campus is one of the primary
characteristics of cities with a high bicycle modal split. Among the cities with the top
bicycle modal splits are State College, Palo Alto, Gainesville, Eugene, Boulder,
Champaign-Urbana, and Madison, which are all college campus cities. The student
population, faculty, and staff of Western Kentucky University represent a large
population of current and potential utilitarian bicyclists. These current and potential
bicyclists must have a suitable bicycle transportation infrastructure that is safe and
efficient. A detailed assessment of the bicycle suitability of the Bowling Green street
network has never been done and is desperately needed. The analysis, results, and
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recommendations presented in chapter four and five should fill this current void in
knowledge.
Section I: Introduction of the Analysis and Bicycle Stress Level Model
The bicycle integration approach for Bowling Green assumes that the basic
infrastructure for an effective bicycle transportation exists in the form of the road
network. The street network, where suitable, in Bowling Green would provide the most
direct and convenient bicycle transportation foundation. There is a major question
confronting this approach to bicycle planning: Is the existing street and road network
suitable for the shared use of bicycles and motor vehicles? There is no standard uniform
design criterion for what constitutes a bicycle compatible roadway (Sorton and Walsh,
1994). A roadway is typically not simply suitable or not suitable for bicycling. So streets
must be evaluated and ranked according to their level of suitability. Identifying and
analyzing the suitability of streets and design features is a complex task due to the
complexity of combined motor vehicle and bicycle operation (Sorton and Walsh, 1994).
The basic factors affecting bicycle and motor vehicle operation and suitability must be
identified in order to arrive at a basic understanding of the interrelationships of these
factors (Sorton, 1992). A methodology must then be established and utilized to record
and evaluate existing conditions with respect to these factors (Sorton, 1992). While
transportation modeling for bicycles is limited, a suitability/compatibility evaluation does
exist. Alex Sorton (1992) has developed a methodology for evaluating bicycle
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compatibility. The bicycle stress level is the name of Sorton's methodology for
determining the compatibility of street segments for bicycling.
The concept of bicycle stress was first conceived by the Geelong Bikeplan team
in Australia (Sorton & Walsh, 1994). Stress was regarded as simply a function of
operating space in evaluating shared lane facilities (Sorton & Walsh, 1994). This first
attempt using bicycle stress did not provide a realistic view of stress induced on the
bicyclist. The original stress level stated that a road segment was either adequate or
inadequate (Sorton, 1992). It failed to acknowledge that there are different degrees to
which roads are compatible for bicycles and different types of cyclists. The method
developed by Alex Sorton takes into account other stress factors acting on the bicyclist as
well as considering different levels of stress on different types of bicyclists.
It is well known that the utilitarian bicyclist seeks to reduce physical effort by
following direct, high speed and relatively flat routes. The theory behind stress levels is
that in addition to reducing physical effort, the bicyclist more often seeks to follow routes
that exert the lowest possible stress. Each road segment has different characteristics that
create added stress, or hazard, to the bicyclist. Bicyclists will not ride on roads that exert
high degrees of stress. Therefore, stress level corresponds with the compatibility, or
suitability, of the road segment for bicycling. The bicycle stress level indicates where
bicycle transportation is feasible and where existing infrastructure is inadequate. Road
segments that have a high stress level in Bowling Green are not currently suitable for
bicycle integration. The bicycle integration approach's goal is to make all roads suitable
for bicycle transportation. Road segments with high stress levels represent problem areas
that must be addressed. Sorton (1995:4) writes "A vital component in achieving this goal
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(of making the bicycle a legitimate alternative mode of transportation) is to make sure all
streets are bicycle compatible. The bicycle stress level concept provides a means for
identifying which streets are and are not bicycle compatible and may provide information
on making them bicycle-friendly."
The bicycle stress level method divides bicyclists into separate classes, according
to their ability to handle different levels of stress. Separate classes of bicyclists have
different skill levels and tolerances for stress levels. All cyclists are categorized as
children, youth/novice, casual or intermediate, and expert. The stress levels range from 1
(being suitable for all categories) to 5 (being unsuitable for all categories of bikers).
Research by Sorton and Walsh (1994) has determined the primary variables that
constitute bicycle stress levels on selected road segments. They have concluded that
there are three primary variables that contribute to bicycle stress; curb lane width, curb
lane traffic volume, and motor vehicle speed. These three primary variables will
determine the stress level for an integrated lane-sharing strategy for any tested road
segment. Each of the three variables can be categorized by stress levels.
The most often cited reason for not cycling is safety in traffic. Heavy traffic
volumes intimidate cyclists and elevates the danger. As traffic volumes increase the
potential for car-bicycle collisions increase. High volumes of traffic make essential
bicycle maneuvers difficult to impossible to execute, such as merging into a left turning
lane or merging out of a right turn lane. Avoiding a dangerous element in the bicycling
operating space becomes more difficult in heavy traffic. A high level of traffic,
combined with limited operating space, can make the bicyclist feel as though he or she is
a trespasser on the road and is certainly not compatible for shared use integration. The
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volume measure in the stress level method is vehicles per lane per hour (vplph).
Research, bicyclist surveys, and further validation procedures have led Sorton and Walsh
to categorize vplph numbers into the five stress levels. The stress levels for volume were
subsequently adjusted by Lebsack (1995). This analysis uses the adjusted stress levels
shown in Table 7.
Table 7: Stress Levels Associated with
Vehicles per lane per hour
Stress Level
1
2
3
4
5
veh./lane/hr.
<50
50 - 249
250 - 349
350 - 449
>450
Source: Lebsack, 1995
Traffic speed is also a principal ingredient of stress induced on the bicyclist. High
traffic speeds increase the stress on the bicyclist. Fast moving parallel traffic may be
especially stressful for novice and intermediate bicyclists. Speeding vehicles can produce
an aerodynamic side force that strikes the bicyclist with the equivalent of several pounds
of thrust. The side force and air turbulence can be significant enough to blow a bicyclist
off the road or cause the biker to lose control (Figure 15). The threshold a bicyclist can
withstand is approximately the equivalent of four pounds of side force (Sorton, 1992).
Often a passing vehicle traveling at high speed sprays the biker with dirt, pebbles, water,
and debris. As vehicle speed increases, the time required for the vehicle to stop or avoid
a collision is decreased. Thus simple bicycle maneuvers like merging and turning
become more dangerous because motorists are approaching faster and thus the cyclist has
even less time to complete the maneuver.
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Figure 15: Aerodynamic force on bikers produced by speeding vehicles
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rth.The speed measure in the bicycle stress level methodology is 85 percentile
speed. Research by Sorton and Walsh (1994) has determined the speed ranges that
correspond to the five bicycle stress levels at a separation distance of under four feet. At
a separation distance of over 6 feet, the stress level associated with speed decreases.
Although given equal separation distances on two different streets, a cyclist will normally
choose the street with slower traffic. In this sense, streets with lower traffic speeds are
more suitable for bicycling. The stress levels for each speed range are presented in Table
8.
Table 8: Stress Level Associated with Speed in a narrow curb lane
Stress Level
1
2
3
4
5
Speed (MPH)
<25
26-34
35-39
40-44
>45
Source: Sorton, 1992; Sorton & Walsh, 1994
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The third primary factor that contributes to bicycle stress is curb lane width.
Aside from merging and turning maneuvers, most of the bicyclists time is spent in the
curb lane, or outside lane, and shoulder. The curb lane width is a critical variable
because it delimits the bicycle operating space on the given road segment (Sorton and
Walsh, 1994). The curb lane width is the central variable in analyzing the suitability of
the road segment. A road possessing high traffic volumes and speeds can be satisfactory
for expert cyclists if sufficient operating space is provided. Reciprocally, roads that seem
safe in terms of traffic volume and speed can possess increased danger if sufficient
bicycle operating space is inadequate.
A road that is suitable for car and bicycle sharing must allow for space for the
motor vehicle, sufficient separation distance between the car and the bicyclist, bicycle
operating space, and a separation distance from the curb or edge of the road. Research by
the Maryland Department of Transportation determined that a 15 foot curb lane can
accommodate both motor vehicles and bicyclists safely in the same lane (Figure 16)
(Sorton & Walsh, 1994;McHenry, 1984). The wider the outside lane the greater the
separation distance between the bicyclist and the motor vehicle. Wide lanes allow more
space for bicyclists to avoid hazards that appear in front of them without having to
swerve into traffic. Greater separation distance means less aerodynamic side force hits
the bicyclist. Increased separation distance greatly reduces the stress felt by bicyclists,
especially novice and intermediate bikers. This phenomenon is evident in the preference
of many bicyclists for bike lanes, which reduce cyclist stress due to perception of greater
separation.
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Figure 16: A 15 foot lane can accommodate bicyclists and cars
r
15 Feet
Source: Sorton (1992)
A road or curb lane of substandard width cannot accommodate both the motor
vehicle and the cyclist safely. Substandard lane width causes vehicles to partially leave
the curb lane when passing a cyclist. In doing so, a dangerous situation is created where
the passing vehicle drifts into the adjacent passing lane or into the oncoming lane. A two
lane road with an inadequate width may cause motorists to be temporally delayed. The
delay occurs when they cannot pass a bicyclist due to heavy traffic in the oncoming lane
or limited sight distance. A lane with a width of 11 feet can safely accommodate a single
motor vehicle only. The relationship between curb lane width and corresponding stress
level is presented in Table 9.
Table 9: The Stress Level Associated with Outside Lane Width
Stress Level
1
2
3
4
5
Curb
>15'
1 4 ' -
1 3 ' -
1 2 ' -
<12'
Lane Width (ft.)
15'
14'
13'
Source: Sorton & Walsh 1994; Lebsack, 1995
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In addition to the three primary factors that constitute the bicycle stress level,
there are three additional factors. Sorton and Walsh advise including these factors: on-
street parking, percentage of trucks, and commercial uncontrolled access. On-street
parking hazards are encompassed in the curb lane width stress level. Parking is a real
problem for the bicyclist because it effectively reduces bicycle operating space. Streets
that are otherwise suitable for bicycle integration are reduced to dangerous and
inadequate bicycle routes by the presence of on-street parking. A cyclist must allow a
separation distance of several feet away from the parked vehicle to avoid the potential of
opening doors. The cyclist is also faced with the hazard of cars pulling into and out of
parking spaces. The presence of high levels of trucks will increase the stress level
because they are wider and produce greatly increased aerodynamic side forces and
turbulence. Commercial driveways can produce heavily used uncontrolled intersections
with the street. Cars pulling into and out of driveways typically cross the bicycle
operating space. The more uncontrolled intersections the greater the chance of a car-
bicycle collision. The additional factors are used to determine whether the initial stress
level is accurate or needs to be degraded and is done in a subjective manner (Sorton,
1992). A detailed explanation of the data and the calculation used in determining the
stress levels and suitability will be discussed in the following sections.
The methodology has been tested and validated by research on bicyclists in
Madison and Chicago (Sorton, 1995). In the validation process, various street segments
that represented the entire range of stress levels were selected and video taped. A sample
of cyclists with different experience levels were selected and shown the video taped
segments. The cyclists rated the stress levels of each segment, what factors were most
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important to the suitability of the section, and whether they would ride on them or not.
The research confirmed that these were the main factors in bicycle stress levels. As the
traffic volume and speed increase and curb lane width decreases, the overall stress level
increases (Sorton, 1995). The research results found that experienced bicyclists have a
greater tolerance for high traffic volumes and speeds than intermediate cyclists. The
variable of curb lane width is the most important variable for bicycle suitability for
experienced cyclists, while all three factors are of equal importance for intermediate and
novice cyclists (Sorton, 1995).
The street suitability evaluation using the bicycle stress level is designed to be
simple. Transportation engineers and local planners can evaluate the suitability of the
street network without spending a lot of time, staff resources, or money. All the primary
variables are commonly recorded and used for transportation analysis. The method is
also flexible in the sense that it produces a good basic understanding of the suitability of
street segments, but allows for the addition of professional judgement to enter into the
final determination (Sorton, 1992). The bicycle stress concept has been used in
suitability analysis in many urban areas including Madison, Wisconsin; Chicago, Illinois;
Arlington, Texas; Bloomington, Indiana; and Washington D.C. (Greenberg, 1995).
Section II: Data
Data required for the bicycle stress level analysis are intended to be data that are
typically already collected and available. The data utilized for the bicycle stress
calculations for Bowling Green were accumulated from both secondary sources and
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primary data collection. The variables collected from secondary sources were average
daily traffic and 85th percentile speed. The average daily traffic numbers for the state
road segments and some of the major arterial segments were taken from the Bowling
Green Traffic Counts map for 1996. The traffic count map was obtained from the
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet, Bureau of Highways office in Bowling Green. All of
the remaining average daily traffic statistics were obtained from the Bowling Green
Public Works Department. The Public Works Department performs regular traffic counts
on most of the roads in Bowling Green. William Hays, professional transportation
engineer and Public Works Director, supplied the traffic count data and traffic count
estimates for the remaining road segments included in the analysis. The 85th percentile
speed data for all segments was also supplied by Mr. Hays. While road width
measurements are collected and available, I decided that a more accurate measurement of
the curb lane width could be achieved through actual field measurements. There are
several reasons for this necessary field measurement that pertain to the specific bicycle
suitability analysis. Road widths data may include on-street parking which would lead to
false results indicating that the road segment is suitable for bicycling when in fact the
bicycle operating space is occupied by parked vehicles. Road width data may or may not
include the shoulder. If the shoulder is paved, it is included as outside lane width; if it is
unpaved it is not included in the width measurement. The only way to distinguish
between these two possible circumstances is through field investigation. Many instances
occur where it is not possible to ride on the total width of the curb lane due to trenches,
uneven gutter joints, and obstructions. In this situation a full measurement was taken, but
the hazards were noted. The secondary width data would not indicate all the segments
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where lane width is inadequate for the cyclists. The measurement of the lane may require
a note that although the lane is 15 feet wide, only 13 feet is suitable.
The curb lane width was measured from the center stripe or first lane line to the
curb. In instances where a curb did not exist the road was measured to the edge of the
road. If a shoulder existed it was included in the curb lane width if it was paved. If
center stripe was not painted the entire road was measured and divided by two (all roads
with more than two lanes have painted stripes). The bicycle stress level method suggests
allocating eight feet for a parked vehicle (Sorton & Walsh, 1994). Where on-street
parking existed, the total lane width was subtracted by eight feet to get a realistic measure
of shared operating space within the lane. These measuring techniques insured a more
accurate sense of the functional curb lane width than secondary data could have provided.
Section HI: Data Analysis and Additional Methods
This section explains the methods employed to analyze the assembled data. The
goal of this analysis was to determine if Bowling Green's current infrastructure is
suitable for integrated bicycle transportation. Using the parameters of the Sorton and
Walsh (1994) methodology as a basis, the bicycle stress suitability evaluation will result
in one of two possible hypotheses being accepted. The null hypothesis is a statement of
no significant difference. The null hypothesis states that there is no significant difference
between the suggested bicycle suitable infrastructure, based on the parameters of the
bicycle stress level methodology, and the currently existing roadway infrastructure in
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Bowling Green. Essentially, the null hypothesis states that the currently existing roadway
network in Bowling Green is suitable for the safe integration of the bicycle as a
transportation vehicle. The alternate hypothesis is a statement of significant difference.
The alternate hypothesis states that there is a significant difference between the suggested
bicycle suitable infrastructure, based on the parameters of the bicycle stress level
methodology, and the currently existing roadway infrastructure in Bowling Green. The
alternate hypothesis basically states that the current roadway infrastructure in Bowling
Green is deficient in some areas and is not completely compatible, or suitable, for bicycle
transportation. The suitability of the entire road network in Bowling Green will be
determined based on the assumption that all roads must at least be suitable for
experienced bicyclists.
It was not feasible nor would it be practical to evaluate every road in and around
Bowling Green. Therefore a decision had to be made regarding which roads would be
included in the evaluation. A core area was selected as a focal point of the evaluation.
The concept of a bicycle friendly zone emerged to become this focal point. The bicycle
friendly zone is an area of the city that has many positive aspects for bicycle
transportation. It is in this area that bicycle transportation is most likely to be feasible
and successful. Usually a city's bicycle plan is centered on the bicycle friendly zone, and
the first phases of implementing a bicycle planning strategy are carried out in this area.
In selecting a bicycle friendly zone communities should select an area that has a high
profile, and is a focal point of the community (Sykes & Driscoll, 1996). It should be an
area that is frequented by bicyclists or those with an inclination to cycle for
transportation. The bicycle friendly zone should be heavily patronized by people who
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live within two or three miles of the area. Bicycle friendly zones ideally encompass a
mix of land uses with employment and shopping centers in close proximity to residential
areas (Sykes & Driscoll, 1996).
In Bowling Green, the ideal bicycle friendly zone exists in and around the
Western Kentucky University campus. The college is an area of high profile and is a
focal point of the community. College towns and campus areas facilitate some of the
highest levels of bicycle use in the nation. Large populations of people (students, faculty,
and staff) frequently patronize the area in and around the campus, and may be inclined to
use the bicycle as a transportation vehicle. Many of these people live on campus or within
one or two miles of it. The campus area is basically self contained; services that cater to
the needs of students are located in close proximity. Therefore, a large percentage of
trips are within the range of an easy bicycle trip.
In addition to the Western Kentucky campus and surrounding streets, the
downtown area of Bowling Green is attractive for incorporation into the bicycle friendly
zone. The central business district attracts large numbers of people for work and to
conduct every-day errands. Many of these employees and customers inevitably live
within the radius of an easy bicycle trip. The downtown area includes employers and trip
generators such as the post office, the public library, the county court house, government
and business offices, the Bowling Green Jr. High School, banks, churches, small shops,
and restaurants. The area between campus and fountain square also contains many
apartments occupied by college students.
The bicycle friendly zone is where the majority of bicycle trips would take place.
It contains and is surrounded by the greatest number of current and potential bicyclists.
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So it is essential that the roads in the zone be suitable for bicycling. The remainder of the
roads to be evaluated are the arterials and major collector streets in Bowling Green.
These roads are the fastest and most direct routes for vehicle trips; thus they would also
be the fastest and most direct for the utilitarian bicyclist. These are the roads that will be
most utilized in general bicycle transportation or trips feeding into the bicycle friendly
zone. Most of the streets not evaluated are residential streets. An assumption regarding
these residential streets was made. Due to their low traffic volumes and speeds, these
residential streets are assumed to be suitable for the utilitarian bicyclist. Major residential
streets with connectivity to a collector, or those which could serve as a direct alternative
route, were included in the evaluation. A total of 155 road segments were selected for the
bicycle stress level evaluation (see Roads Selected for Analysis map in appendix 1).
In addition to the evaluation using the bicycle stress level for each segment, a
survey of existing deficiencies was incorporated into the analysis. The bicycle stress
level evaluates the overall suitability, but the existing infrastructure contains certain
deficiencies that are not included in the stress level analysis. These deficiencies pose
increased dangers to the bicyclists and can lead to the greater chance of cycling accidents.
These deficiencies are generally widespread, and increase the danger of the whole street
network for the bicyclist. Occasionally a road segment may contain a concentration of
these deficiencies, in which case the stress level is increased and thus the bicycle
suitability is degraded. Since these deficiencies are usually widespread, if they were
corrected they would decrease the dangers and increase the bicycle friendliness of the
entire street system. It became evident that it would be necessary, and highly beneficial,
to identify these deficiencies and where they occur in Bowling Green. The identification
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and inventory of deficiencies was done in order to gain a more accurate rating of bicycle
stress and suitability in certain segments and locate where they occur. Correcting these
infrastructure deficiencies is typically one of the first steps of a bicycle plan.
The most important types of deficiencies and hazards were identified by field
research and from the expertise of the author as an experienced bicyclist. Most bicycle
accidents are caused by behavior problems of both motorists and bicyclists (Ardekani et
al , 1995; Forester, 1993; Cross and Fisher, 1979). Many of these hazardous that are
behavioral and institutional in nature cannot be remedied by changes in the design,
maintenance, or improvement of the physical infrastructure (Ardekani et al., 1995).
These hazardous factors can only be remedied by education and law enforcement to
change motorist and bicyclist behaviors. The survey addressed only those deficiencies
and hazards in the physical infrastructure that could be remedied by improving and
correcting that infrastructure. The following section identifies the most significant
hazards and deficiencies chosen for the inventory (that are not factored into the bicycle
stress level) and why they are dangerous to bicyclists.
Hazards
Kaplan (1976) studied the type and distribution of accidents of the League of
American Wheelmen and discovered that falls as opposed to collisions were the number
one type of accident accounting for 44 percent of all accidents (Kaplan, 1976). Falls are
single bike accidents largely attributed to hazards in the road surface and cyclist error.
Surface irregularities/condition Surface irregularities consist of anything that
could cause a cyclist to lose control or anything a cyclist does not want to hit, requiring a
swerving maneuver to avoid it. Cross's study of bicycle accident types in Santa Barbara,
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California, determined that the number one cause of accidents was defective pavement
(Cross, 1980; Forester, 1994). Common surface irregularities include potholes, bumps,
cracks, ruts, brake ripples, and utility covers that are not flush with the surface. Not only
can these types of surface irregularities cause a loss of control, they can also cause
damage to bicycle tires and rims. Particularly dangerous surface irregularities are joints,
cracks, trenches, or gutters that are parallel to the direction of bike travel (Figure 17).
These irregularities can trap bicycle tires restricting lateral movement and throw the
bicyclist off balance and sprawling head first to the road. Repairs on surface
irregularities are inexpensive and benefit both bicycles and motor vehicles.
Sand, gravel, and debris on the roadway surface This problem is widespread
but is very dangerous for cyclists. Bicycle tires have very little surface area touching the
road. Anytime the bicycle tire loses direct contact with the road it begins to slide. A thin
layer of sand or gravel acts like a layer of ball bearings; if the cyclist is turning or leaning
Figure 17: Illustration of the dangers of parallel joints and cracks
Overhead view Rear view
AWheel
Intended path
Road surface
•={>
Jicycle steers out leaving cyclist unsupported and falling face first towards the road
surface.
Source: Author's illustration
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in one direction, the front wheel will slide out and result in a crash. A thick pile of gravel
or sand can cause the front tire to dig in; that situation may cause an over-the-handlebars
crash. Debris in the roadway also poses a hazard for bicyclist in the form of tire
punctures. Broken glass is a very common road debris and is usually found to be the
source of most flat tires. The real hazard in road debris is that it decreases bicycle
operating space. The automobiles sweep all the pebbles, glass, and debris to the outside
of the lane. Cyclists trying to avoid debris are forced to ride farther over to the left
reducing the separation distance from traffic.
Parallel bar drainage grates These are also known as wheel eating-grates by
cyclists. Bicycle wheels can drop down into these grates and become trapped causing a
crash. Many of these parallel bar drainage grates are located to the sides of the road in
the bicycle operating space. A cyclist may make an unexpected swerve into traffic to
avoid hitting a drain grate (Figure 18).
Figure 18: Parallel bar drainage grate
Wheel becomes trapped in grate causing
cyclist to crash
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Open curb catch basins with steep slopes Steep slopes that lead into catch
basins are a hazard to cyclists. These like drain grates exist on the side of the roads in the
bicycle operating space. They create uneven pavement, sudden drop-offs, and sloped
pavement surface. Again, danger exists in unexpected maneuvers by the cyclist to avoid
these hazards.
Rumble strips Rumble strips are often placed laterally across the lane or shoulder
to warn motorists that they are leaving the lane or that they must reduce their speed.
These two aspects of rumble strips are generally good for cyclists, but on occasion a road
shoulder will be contain rumble strips that leave little or no operating space for the
cyclist. These types of rumble strips are uncomfortable and annoying for cyclists; they
also reduce bicycle speed significantly. The cyclist must avoid the rumble strips by
riding farther to the left than would otherwise be necessary.
Diagonal or unsafe railroad crossings: Bicycle wheels can get trapped in the
gaps between the road surface and the tracks if the wheels do not cross them near
perpendicular.
Roadside obstructions in the bicycle operating space (not including parked cars)
These can consist of anything that the cyclist could hit and thus must avoid. Some
common roadside obstructions are utility poles, mail boxes, signs, tree branches, and
other projecting shrubbery.
Deficiencies
Bicycle insensitive signal detectors: Many traffic signals are triggered to change
green only if a vehicle is detected in that lane. Often loop detectors in the pavement are
not sensitive enough to detect bicycles (Ardekani et al.,1995). A bicyclist waiting at such
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an intersection will never be detected and never get a green light. Cyclist non-detection
at traffic signals are a deficiency in the transportation system. A traffic control device
that works for one type of vehicle and does not work for another is unsuitable for
effective bicycle transportation. Cyclists must disobey red lights in some situations
because a green light will never be triggered. This is a dangerous game that can lead to
traffic delays, accidents, and fatalities.
Absence of left turning lane, absence of left turn signal: Among the most
feared accidents for a cyclists is the car-bicycle collision. Cross and Fisher's
comprehensive study of car-bicycle accidents found that bicycle and vehicle left turns
were a frequent cause of accidents (Cross & Fisher, 1977). Cross and Fisher ranked
urban car-bike collisions by subgroups. The second most frequent accident (and most
frequent motorist caused accident) was subtype 23, a motorist turning left hits cyclist
head on (Cross & Fisher, 1977). The fourth most frequent accident was subtype 18,
cyclist turning left is hit by overtaking car (Cross & Fisher, 1977). A left turn only lane
and left turn signal only at intersections can help prevent both types of accidents.
Without the presence of a left turn lane a cyclist attempting to turn left has two choices
(Figure 19): one is to wait on the left side of the lane in a tenuous situation where traffic
is rushing past closely on the left and the right until the oncoming lane is clear (cyclist 2);
the other choice is to wait on the right side of the lane and attempt a dangerous left turn
crossing both overtaking and oncoming lanes (cyclist 3). The left turn lane provides a
space for the bicyclist, as well as the motorist to wait comfortably to make a safe left turn
(cyclist 1). Motorists trying to make a left turn without a turn lane may feel pressured to
turn because traffic is backing up behind them and by hurrying they increase the risk of
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Figure 19: Bicycle left turns with turn lane and signal vs. without turn lane and signal
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Source: Author's illustration
an accident. The left turn only signal assures both the left turning motorist and cyclist
(cyclist 1) that oncoming traffic is stopped.
At any busy intersection a bicyclist is harassed because he or she can not turn left
unless the oncoming traffic is stopped. At most major intersections, a bicyclist does not
possess the acceleration from a dead stop needed to cross oncoming traffic. The absence
of turning lanes and signals at medium to high traffic volume intersections is unsuitable
and dangerous for bicyclists.
Inadequate clearance interval duration Cross and Fisher determined the third
most commonly occurring urban car-bike collision caused by the motorist was a
combination of type six and seven: cyclist hit by car on light change (Cross and Fisher,
1977; Forester, 1994). These accidents were caused by motorists starting after a green
signal colliding with cyclists that did not have enough time to clear the intersection.
Cross and Fisher (1977: 205) concluded that "the amber phase on most roadways with
four or more lanes is too short to permit a slow-moving bicycle to cross the entire
roadway during the amber phase." A signal that has detected one car and allows only the
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minimum green time of only several seconds does not leave sufficient time for the cyclist
to clear the intersection. Inadequate clearance time intervals commonly occur at the
intersection of multilane roads or two lane roads meeting a multilane road.
A survey sheet was developed to aid in data collection and calculating. The
survey sheet was used to record the data variables of the bicycle stress level for each
selected road segment. The survey sheet was also used to inventory the hazards and
deficiencies of each segment. Each of the 155 segments was ridden by bicycle and
inventoried for hazards and deficiencies. The road segment's width and length was
measured and recorded as well as any general notes regarding the section's bicycle
suitability. The width measurement was generally taken at a point representative of the
whole segment which typically tended to be the location with the greatest sight distance
in each direction to avoid interfering with, or getting struck by, traffic.
The bicycle field work was a fundamental aspect and the major task involved in
the methodology and analysis. Cycling each selected segment was the only way to
collect the essential data and observations in a manner that would provide the researcher
a realistic understanding of the suitability of each segment. This sentiment is one echoed
by Forester (1994: 203): "The cycling transportation engineer should spend a
considerable time cycling around his area. Knowledge of the area as experienced by a
cyclist is vitally important for the proper management of a cycling transportation
program." (203). The bicycling field work took place from January to mid March and
required 250 bicycle miles.
Once the bicycle field observations were completed the other two data variables
(average daily traffic and speed) were extrapolated from the secondary sources. The
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variable average daily traffic had to be converted into the volume variable, vehicles per
hour per lane. This conversion is necessary because the average daily traffic is not a good
indication of bicycle suitability because it is a measure of the road's daily volume, which
fluctuates from hour to hour. Consequently a peak hour volume in the lane was used.
The average daily traffic was divided by the total number of lanes; then the individual
lane value was multiplied by .1 to get the peak hour volume in the curb lane. The
primary variable values (road width, speed, and curb lane volume) were assigned the
corresponding stress level 1 through 5 based on the tables discussed earlier (see Tables 7,
8, and 9). The three variable stress levels were averaged to get the initial stress level for
that segment. The initial stress levels were adjusted subjectively based on the secondary
factors of truck traffic, on-street parking, and uncontrolled access. The initial stress level
was also adjusted if the segment had significant dangers or deficiencies or the actual
stress level did not reflect the author's experienced stress level. The latter adjustment
was necessary for only three or four segments.
The bicycle stress methodology ranks streets in accordance with 5 levels. Sorton
does not mention anything about decimal stress levels. It is assumed that the decimal
stress levels were rounded to the nearest whole numbered stress level. It was determined
that for this analysis, rounding in this manner would combine roads segments that were
inherently not homogeneous in their stress levels. In doing so, the results would become
oversimplified, diluted, and less meaningful. Many of the stress levels for Bowling
Green were above two and under four; consequently the stress level categories had to be
restructured. Table 10 illustrates the measured stress levels, the corresponding stress
level category, and the stress level category interpretation.
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Table 10: Restructured stress level categories
Measured
Stress Level
>4
4
3.3-3.6
3
2.3-2.6
<2
Stress Level
Category
very high
high
moderate high
moderate
moderate low
low
Stress Level Interpretation
Unsuitable for all bicyclists
Suitable only for experienced bicyclists
Suitable for experts, may have some conditions
suitable for intermediates, but needs altering
Suitable only for experts and intermediates
Suitable for experts and intermediates, may have
some conditions suitable for novices, but needs
altering
Suitable for all bicyclists
Source: Modified from Sorton (1992)
For each surveyed road segment a stress level was calculated, and the
corresponding stress level category was assigned. The dangers and deficiencies noted on
the survey sheets for each segment were categorized and compiled into lists which appear
in the next chapter.
A bicycle suitability map, intersection deficiency map, and a streets analyzed map
were created using the Arc-view GIS program. The stress level data for each segment
was entered into the data table in Arc-view to create the bicycle suitability map
(Appendix). This process required the selection and data entry on over 730 segments on
the computer map. The bicycle suitability map is a geographical representation of the
stress level data for the tested streets in Bowling Green. It is the principal result of the
bicycle stress level analysis.
Section IV: Results
After an extensive amount of research, data collection, field work, data entry, and
computer mapping, all the traffic data, all the field measurements and observations, and
the individual segment stress level calculations culminated in the bicycle suitability map.
The bicycle suitability map (appendix) presents the stress level category for each of the
155 road segments surveyed in Bowling Green, Kentucky. The bicycle stress level
categories presented on the bicycle suitability map indicate the streets where bicycle
transportation is feasible and where the existing infrastructure is inadequate. The bicycle
stress level categories also present the suitability or inadequacy of the existing
infrastructure for the different levels of bicyclists. Figure 20 shows the percent of the
total surveyed miles occurring in each stress level category and Figure 21 illustrates the
total miles in each stress level category.
Figure 20: Percent of Total Miles in Each
Stress Category
26% 13%
6%
• 1
• 2
• 3
• 6
Source: Author's Field data
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Figure 21: Total Miles in Each Stress Level Category
Source: Author's field data
Recall that the original hypotheses were designed to test whether Bowling
Green's entire street system was either suitable or unsuitable for bicycle transportation.
The interpretation of bicycle suitability for the entire street system was determined to be
that all roads at least had to be suitable for the experienced bicyclist. The determination
translates, in terms of the stress level categories, into the requirement that all roads must
be classified as high stress level or lower, hi other words no streets can be rated as being
in the very high stress category. The existence of streets in the very high stress category
would mean that streets exist that are unsuitable for all classes of bicyclists, which
consequently would make the entire street system unsuitable. It should be noted that the
applied determination is the very minimum interpretation of what constitutes a bicycle
suitable street network. In future research it will be necessary to change the standards
representing what constitutes bicycle suitability.
The bicycle stress level analysis found that 26 percent of the total surveyed miles
were in the "very high" stress level category. Essentially, these roads are not suitable for
any bicyclist so all roads are not suitable for at least the experienced bicyclist. Based on
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these findings the null hypothesis was rejected and the alternate hypothesis was accepted.
The accepted alternate hypothesis states that a significant difference is expected between
the suggested bicycle suitable infrastructure, based on the parameters of the bicycle stress
level model, and the currently existing roadway infrastructure in Bowling Green.
Basically the accepted hypothesis states that, based on the given interpretation of
suitability and the findings of the bicycle stress model, the current roadway infrastructure
in Bowling Green, Kentucky, is deficient in areas and is not compatible, or suitable, for
bicycle transportation. The statement of the accepted hypothesis is further strengthened
when considering that 71 percent of the total surveyed miles were included in the "very
high," "high," and "moderate high" stress level categories.
One realm of discussion encompasses arterials and collectors that have high
traffic speeds and volumes with inadequate road width that are unsuitable for shared
motor vehicle and bicycle operation. Currently, the arterials and principal collectors that
lead into and around Bowling Green are unsuitable for bicycling. These are the roads
that connect the residential areas outside of the downtown area to the major trip
generators (stores, schools, businesses, and employment centers). These are the roads
utilized by current and potential bicyclists to reach the bicycle friendly zone containing
Western Kentucky University and the central business district, as well as other trip
destinations. The unsuitability of these roads for bicycle transportation is a major
concern, and correcting the situation should be given a high priority. Roads in this
category include Glen Lily, Morgantown, Russellville, Nashville, Smallhouse, Broadway,
and Cemetery. While dozens of alternate routes are possible, it is doubtful that any of
them are as direct and as fast as using these roads. If these roads were improved and
made safe for bicycle transportation, they would likely be the most utilized roads. Cabell
Street and Creason Street have similar suitability problems. They are important streets
that lead into the bicycle friendly zone and campus area from nearby residential areas, yet
they are not suitable for most levels of cyclists.
Among the worst roads tested was Cave Mill Road; of its four segments only one
is even suitable for the experienced bicyclist. That one section's lower ranking is simply
a function of a lower traffic volume. The unsuitability of Cave Mill Road is an even
greater deficiency because it is a heavily used route between residential areas and the
Greenwood Mall and ScottsviUe Road. The unsuitability of Smallhouse Road for all
classes of cyclists is also a major deficiency in the road network. Like Cave Mill it is a
collector that bisects a large residential area and feeds to Scottsville Road and Campbell
Lane, two roads that contain many commercial, retail, employment, and business trip
generators.
Both Cemetery Road and Lovers Lane were also among the most unsuitable roads
for bicycling. Lovers Lane possesses several trip generators for bicycling, including the
Bowling Green soccer fields, Fruit of the Loom corporate headquarters, and commercial
development. Cemetery Road is surrounded by residential development on both sides
and is the only direct route from these areas into the shopping centers on 31W and the
central business district. Both the bicycling experiences during the street survey and the
quantitative analysis point to 31W as the most unsuitable for bicycling. All three of the
primary factors were unsuitable. The most dangerous aspect of 31W is the high level of
uncontrolled commercial access which produces an extraordinary amount of turning and
crossing traffic. While 31W is not a major truck route, it does accommodate a number of
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tractor-trailer delivery trucks. 31W also contains several of the surveyed dangers and
deficiencies.
A special situation occurs on Veterans Memorial Highway. The highway has a
wide shoulder that, when navigable, greatly decreases the stress of the high volume and
high speed traffic. Veterans Memorial is ranked in the "moderate-high" stress category
because for much of its length the shoulder is not navigable due to debris.
The other major area of focus is the bicycle friendly zone, which encompassed the
Western campus and the downtown area. The bicycle friendly zone should be designed
to emphasize the use of the bicycle for transportation and become the focus of a bicycle
transportation plan. The unsuitability of Adams and Kentucky Streets, in the bicycle
friendly zone, is a lesser concern due to the existence of direct alternative routes (Clay
and Center streets). There are some positive aspects to the preexisting downtown
infrastructure. The downtown street layout is a grid system, which is good for bicycle
transportation because it creates direct alternative routes to some of the heavily traveled
roads. Another preexisting positive aspect of the downtown area is the presence of one
way streets. One way streets eliminate oncoming traffic and the dangers of both car and
bicycle left hand turns. Two-lane one-way streets generally free up more bicycle
operating space because cars can safely pass a cyclist in the left lane, and drivers do not
have to worry about oncoming traffic in the left lane. The same is true for both lower
State and College Streets. College and State Streets have two way traffic between 13th
and 15th. This situation is a dangerous one for cyclists because it decreases the average
separation distance between the cyclist and the automobile. The section is also on a steep
hill which increases bicycle operating space due to the increased tracking width of a
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cyclist going uphill and the tendency of the cyclist to use more of the lane at higher
speeds achieved going downhill. Corresponding to these hazards, these two segments are
in the "high" stress level category.
The bicycle friendly zone should be the best place for cycling in the city, yet the
majority of the streets in the zone are categorized in the "moderate high" stress category.
The stress level on the downtown streets is generally too high for a campus area or
bicycle friendly zone. The streets within the bicycle friendly zone must be improved to
the point that cycling and walking take precedence over motor vehicles in the zone.
Recommendations for these types of improvements will be presented in the next chapter.
While the bicycle stress level analysis incorporates the principal factors in the
suitability of the streets in Bowling Green, an additional survey of hazards and
deficiencies supplemented the findings. The hazards were observed in the process of
cycling each section and were checked off on the survey sheet. As expected, the most
common hazard is from surface irregularities and its subgroup category which includes
parallel joints, gutters, drop-offs, and trenches. Many drain grates around Bowling Green
are bicycle safe, probably the nicest appearing on Fairview Road. There are still some
parallel bar drains that remain especially dangerous on Glen Lily, Chestnut, and South
Park Streets. The hazard of gravel, sand, glass, and debris was so widespread that it was
almost ubiquitous. This accumulation is a function of the city's limited street sweeping
program. The lists on the following page provide a summary of the inventory for each
hazard (Table 11).
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Table 11: Summary of results of the hazard inventory
Surface Irregularities
Center (13th to Main)
Riverview (68 to College)
Big Red Way (minor potholes in bos*)
Park
10th (Center to 3 lw)
Cabell
Smallhouse (Scottsville to Ridgecrest)
State
Kentucky
College (Main to 15th especially on hill)
Magnolia (Scottsville to Cabell)
11th (Chestnut to 3 lw)
Woodford
Victoria
Main (Kentucky to Veterans)
Smallhouse (Cave Mill to Walnut)
Old Morgantown
Cemetery
Parallel Joints, gutters, trenches, drop-offs
Gordon (Main to Double Springs)
Scottsville (31w to Ashley Circle)
Cabell (31 w to Ridgecrest & 31 to Chestnut)
Nashville (Emmett to University)
13th
Smallhouse
Chestnut (Broadway to Cabell)
Highland (Nashville to Smallhouse)
Edgewood/South Park
Glenn Lilly (especially bridge Jennings Creek)
Smallhouse (Cave Mill to Walnut)
Big Red Way (minor, but heavily cycled)
Nashville (Cave Mill to Campbell)
Cave Mill
Cemetery
Riverview
Emmett
Parallel Bar Drains
Broadway
Chestnut
Kentucky (vicinity of KY museum)
South Park/Edgewood
Covington
Glen Lilly
Double Springs
Victoria
Logan
Open Curb Catchments with Steep Slopes
31w
Normal
Big Red Way
Broadway
6th
Obstructions
Clay (Utility poles)
Smallhouse (Ridgecrest - Campbell)
Mail boxes
Russellville (Morgantown to Bogle)
Mail boxes
Debris, gravel, and glass
are ubiquitous, but worst on
Adams (Main to Old Morgantown)
Broadway
Main
Russellville
Old Morgantown
*Bicycle Operating Space
Dangerous Utility Covers
Crewdson
Riverview
13th (3 lw to Center)
Normal
College (Main to 15th)
Glen Lilly
Victoria
Rumble Strips
University (Russellville to Nashville)
Highland (Nashville to Smallhouse)
Scottsville (Cave Mill to Ashley Circh
Lovers Lane
Campbell (Russellville to Nashville)
Dangerous Rail Road Crossings
Main
Campbell Lane
Clay
Westen
Fairview
Morgantown
Source: Author's Field Data
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Studies of accidents involving car and bicycle collisions (cited earlier) prove that
intersections are dangerous areas for cyclists. To a large extent, the cause of many such
collisions stems from factors that cannot be solved through changes in the infrastructure.
Behavior problems of both motorists and cyclists, such as failure to yield the right of way
or running a red light or stop sign, cause many of these types of accidents. The
infrastructure does contain some deficiencies that increase the risk of a collision at an
intersection. The survey of these deficiencies focused on the intersections with
significant traffic volumes that did not have sufficient turning lanes or left turn arrows, as
well as traffic signal detectors that were not bicycle sensitive, and traffic signals that did
not have proper clearance time for a bicycle.
Bicycle insensitive signals were hard to test without more extensive research into
the locations of different types of traffic signal actuators and knowledge of the sensitive
wire loop patterns and corresponding magnetic fields. Many of the traffic lights in
downtown Bowling Green are pre-timed and require no detection devices. When asked,
Bowling Green Public Works Department Director Bill Hays commented that he was not
aware of any traffic signal detectors that were sensitive to bicycles in Bowling Green. A
widespread phenomenon in Bowling Green is the number of intersections with a left turn
only signal that also have a sign indicating a left turn yield is permitted during the green
phase of the adjacent lane. There was no mention of this practice in any of the researched
literature. I suspect, though, that the practice of a yield of this nature eliminates a certain
amount of the insurance against a left-turning car colliding with a cyclist (the most
frequent car-bike collision). A cyclist can rarely complete a left turn across multiple
lanes safely because of the added time needed to accelerate and clear the intersection.
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This practice seems to benefit the motorist, while being much less beneficial, if not
slightly more dangerous, for the cyclist. It is not a characteristic of an integrated bicycle
and car system, yet it has become conventional similar to the right turn on a red light rule.
The other intersection- deficiency inventory results are presented in the following list and
on the map of intersection deficiencies (appendix)(Table 12).
Table 12intersections with Deficiencies that need to be corrected
No Left Turn Arrow Insufficient Left TurninR Lanes
Center & Main Center & Main
13* & Center University and Old Morgantown
University and Old Morgantown 10th & 3 lw
10th & 3 lw Highland & Smallhouse
Highland & Smallhouse Smallhouse & Ridgecrest
University & Normal Normal & Virginia Garrett
15 & Normal Chestnut & Fairview
Chestnut & Broadway Smallhouse & Cave Mill
Chestnut & Fairview Normal & Regents
Highland & Smallhouse Insufficient Clearance Time
Lehman & 31 w University & Old Morgantown
Gordon & Double Springs Ashley Circle & Scottsville
Nashville & Cave Mill 3 lw & 10th
Smallhouse & Cave Mill Russellville & University
Cave Mill & Mall entrance University & Normal
Cemetery & Lovers Lane Campbell Ln. & Wallmart entrance
South Sunrise & Morgantown Campbell Ln. & Scottsville
Smallhouse & Scottsville
31w& Fairview
Cave Mill & Scottsville
Campbell Ln. & Russellville
Campbell Ln. & Nashville
68 & 6th
Source: Author's field data 68 & Riverview
Although not directly part of the inventory, the amount of available bicycle
parking was observed to be insufficient in Bowling Green A lack of secure parking can
be a barrier to bicycle transportation. Pinsof and Musser (1995: 22) state that "Secure
bicycle parking is one of the most important facility improvements necessary to improve
the viability of bicycle transportation." Bicycle racks do exist in limited numbers around
the city, but the type of rack is not acceptable. Almost every bicycle rack observed in the
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city is a type of rack that supports only the front wheel. These racks do not adequately
support the bike; they also do not allow the cyclist to effectively lock the frame and both
wheels. These racks are commonly called "wheel benders" by cyclists because the rack
is unable to support the bike which frequently tips over. Being secured only by the front
wheel results in a bent rim. Additionally, bicycle storage facilities are severely lacking
on Western's campus. I am not aware of any bicycle lockers on campus. The lack of
secure and effective bicycle parking and storage is a deficiency in the existing
transportation infrastructure in Bowling Green.
CHAPTER 5
Recommendations and Conclusions
Section I: Recommendations
The analysis determined that the street network in Bowling Green was unsuitable
for bicycle transportation; specifically it pointed to road segments that were deficient.
Obviously, some repairs and alterations are necessary, and new plans, design strategies,
and programs need to be implemented. This chapter suggests some recommendations for
improving bicycle suitability in Bowling Green and for creating a bicycle transportation
program.
Eliminate Hazards and Correct Deficiencies
Bicycling should be made as safe as possible within the existing infrastructure.
The first step in improving bicycle suitability would be to eliminate the hazards and
correct the deficiencies that exist. In previous chapters, these hazards and deficiencies
have been explained and their occurrences and locations identified. For the most part,
hazards can be corrected through simple maintenance rather inexpensively. It is
necessary that the city focus on bicycle hazard detection and mitigation in conjunction
with improved roadway maintenance. The importance of roadway maintenance should
not be underestimated. It is the easiest and most economical way to improve the bicycle
infrastructure.
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Surface irregularities are hazards that are easily eliminated through traditional
surface repairs. These repairs benefit cyclists by removing the hazard, but also benefit
Figure 22: Bicycle Friendly Drain Grates
Source: Pinsof andMusser (1995)
motorists in a smoother ride. In many cases, making roads safer for motorists also makes
them safer for cyclists. Parallel bar drainage grates must be replaced by bicycle friendly
grates (Figure 22).
The typical cost of replacing a parallel bar grate with a bicycle-friendly grate is
approximately 280 to 300 dollars (Ardekani et al., 1995). The widespread hazard of
glass, gravel, and debris in the roadway is best mitigated through a extensive and frequent
street sweeping program. Bowling Green currently does have a street sweeping program,
but it sweeps the roads too infrequently. The accumulation of debris is particularly a
problem on the roads outside of the downtown area. Many of them contain dangerous
amounts of debris in the bicycle operating space. A bottle deposit program is sometimes
recommended in bicycle programs in an effort to reduce the amount of broken glass on
roadways.
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Hazards and deficiencies at intersections are mainly associated with traffic
signals and lack of turning lanes. All major intersections must have left turn lanes and
left turn signals. Research discussed earlier indicates that turning lanes and signals are
the most effective infrastructure features for reducing car-bicycle collisions. Table 12 in
the last chapter identifies the areas where turn lanes and signals are needed. Research also
indicates that insufficient clearance time at traffic signal controlled intersections can be a
cause of car-bicycle collisions. While extending the duration of the amber phase is
possible, it increases vehicle collisions and should not exceed 5 seconds (Ardekani et al.,
1995). The best option for correcting insufficient clearance time at major intersections is
to introduce an all-red phase of one or two seconds (AASHTO, 1991; Ardekani et al.,
1995). Traffic signals that are actuated by traffic detectors in Bowling Green are not
sensitive to bicycles. This deficiency must be corrected by installing loop detectors that
are able to sense a bicycle. The American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials recommends the diagonal quadrupole loop (AASHTO, 1991).
Forester (1994) recommends the figure eight loop. Either of these loop designs is
recommended for shared use lanes. The replacement of standard loops with bicycle
sensitive loops will need to be implemented in phases. The most critical areas for
replacement are left turn lanes at major intersections and intersections of residential or
small collector streets and arterials.
Overall Strategy Recommendation
Many of the roads in Bowling Green need to be retrofitted for better bicycle
compatibility. There needs to be an overall strategy to the creation of new bicycle
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facilities and improvements. The strategy of bicycle paths was rejected early in this
study due to their danger and inefficiency. The idea of bicycle routes is also considered
inconvenient for the utilitarian bicyclist. Two major philosophies remain that could be
applied to Bowling Green; wide curb lanes or bicycle lanes. The wide curb lane is 15
feet wide and can safely accommodate both bicycles and motor vehicles. The wide
outside curb lane gives the cyclist plenty of room to operate and allows the motor
vehicles to pass safely without delay. If there is no cyclist in the lane, the motorist can
utilize the full width of the lane, which helps to blow gravel, glass and debris out of the
lane. Wide curb lanes have more bicycle operating space that is free of debris compared
to bike lanes that tend to accumulate debris. The wide curb lane is a win-win facility
because it creates safe and more convenient travel for both the motorist and the cyclist.
The concept of a wide curb lane may seem rather elementary, but creates bicycle
integration with no dangerous side effects.
The bicycle lanes produce separate lanes for different types of traffic. The bicycle
lane is typically anywhere from five to eight feet wide (Snyder, 1994). Advocates of bike
lanes argue that novice and intermediate cyclists will not ride unless there is a bicycle
lane on major roads; thus bike lanes increase bicycling. One problem with bicycle lanes
is that they provide a false sense of security, especially for novice and intermediate level
cyclists, when in fact it actually may be more dangerous for these inexperienced
bicyclists. Research in Florida on bike lanes and wide curb lanes revealed that the type
of facility did not have a significant effect on the separation distance between cyclists and
motor vehicles (Harkey and Stewart, 1997). The most significant problem with bicycle
lanes exists in the fact that they separate the type of traffic not the direction of traffic
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(Thorn and Clayton, 1992). The separation by traffic type encourages the notion that
cyclists should not leave the bike lane, which can lead to some unconventional
maneuvers at intersections. Motorists can not make a right turn from the extreme right
side of the road, and cyclists are tempted to pass cars on the right which is the motorist's
blind spot when turning right. Bike lanes tend to cause inexperienced cyclists to remain
in the bike lane and then attempt a very dangerous left turn across overtaking and
oncoming traffic. The construction of bike lanes in Bowling Green is not recommended.
Forester (1994) states that bike lanes also require more space to implement, which
ultimately means more capital. For these economic and related political reasons as well
as past experience with the Nutwood bike lane, it is unlikely that a bike lane strategy is
even feasible in Bowling Green. The overall strategy recommended for accommodating
bicycles in Bowling Green is wide curb lanes. Wide curb lanes must be institutionalized
into the planning and engineering of new road segments. Every effort should be made to
retrofit arterial roadways and all collector streets with wide curb lanes.
Specific Recommendations
Since wide curb lanes are the best way to accommodate bicycles on streets in
Bowling Green, the recommendations for specific roads are very simple; make them
wider and install wide curb lanes. The following section examines how this could be
accomplished on a few of the problem roads in Bowling Green. The most unsuitable
roads are those that are two lanes with heavy traffic and no operating space for bicycling.
Roads in this category are Nashville, Cave Mill, Smallhouse, Lovers Lane, Cemetery,
Emmett, Highland, and Riverview. Currently, these roads have narrow lanes and no
shoulder - a very dangerous combination. They are all in the very high "stress level"
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category. These roads do not have curbs so the best course of action is to install paved
shoulders of five feet or more. Once the paved shoulder is installed, the lane width can
be increased 2 to 3 feet. In this situation the bicyclist can ride safely in the lane (an
experienced bicyclist taking advantage of clean surface) or on the shoulder. Nashville,
Lovers Lane, and Cemetery are likely to be converted into four lane highways in the near
future, at which time wide outside lanes could be included in construction plans.
Creason Street offers a direct alternate route to Russellville Road and connects a
residential neighborhood directly to the bicycle friendly zone. The street is ranked in the
high stress level category. The street also has no lane or center lane stripes. The
recommended course of action is to widen the street six to eight feet and paint lane stripes
on it. In addition, the installation of speed humps may want to be considered to slow
motor vehicle traffic and discourage it from using the route as an alternative to
Russellville Road (Figure 23).
Cabell Street south of 31W is similar in situation to Creason Street. It is an
important street connecting residential areas to campus and the bicycle friendly zone.
The street needs to be widened several feet and painted with lane stripes. The abundance
of stop signs on this segment is harassing and slowing to cyclists. The installation of
speed humps could effectively calm traffic as the stop signs do without harassing the
cyclist.
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Figure 23: Implementation of a Speed Hump to Calm Traffic
I Hump Speed Hump 15 mp
12' 50' 100'
Source: Pinsof andMusser (1995)
The installation of speed humps could effectively calm traffic as the stop signs do without
harassing the cyclist.
Russellville Road and Morgantown Road include center turning lanes. The center
turning lanes have a width of approximately 12 feet. The width of the turning lanes could
be reduced approximately 3 to 4 feet thereby allowing the outer lanes to be extended
slightly.
Scottsville Road, University Boulevard, Gordon Avenue, and Fairview Avenue,
are four lane highways that need more room in the curb lane. The inside lane of these
streets can be reduced to allow for more space in the curb lane. Glen Lily Road and 31W
are both four lane roads that pose major problems for creating wide curb lanes. These
two roads have extremely narrow lanes and provide little to no room for widening.
Fortunately, in the case of 31W an alternate route is available to avoid most of the
dangers. Smith Way, George Drive, Magnolia Street, and a network of small alleys can
help even experienced cyclists to avoid danger and very high stress on most of 31W.
Glen Lily Road, however, has no direct alternate routes. There is no room to widen the
road; the edge of the road meets directly at the sidewalk on both sides. The only possible
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way to retrofit this road with a wide curb lane is to convert it into a two lane road with a
wide center turning lane. This change is unlikely and more research would need to be
done to assess the impact on motor vehicle traffic and safety. The recommendation is
based on research findings (Pinsof and Musser, 1995, pg. 17), and it is this researcher's
opinion that this is the only way to make Glen Lily Road suitable for bicycling.
Old Morgantown is another central road in the bicycle transportation
infrastructure. It leads directly into the bicycle friendly zone from Morgantown Road and
is the main connection to campus from the residential area west of the University. The
major problems on Old Morgantown are the presence of a poor pavement surface and a
significant amount of debris in the bicycle operating space.
Recommendations for the Bicycle Friendly Zone
The major problem in the campus-downtown bicycle friendly zone is the presence
of on-street parking. On-street parking in a lane takes away eight feet of bicycle
operating space, while adding considerable hazards associated with opening car doors
and cars entering and leaving spaces. The practice rewards automobile use in the bicycle
friendly zone instead of cycling by allowing free on-street parking. On-street parking in
the bicycle friendly zone undermines the goal of encouraging bicycle transportation.
While removal of all on-street parking in the bicycle friendly zone is preferable from the
researcher's perspective, I doubt that it would ever happen due to the perceived necessity
of on-street parking and to the forces who would oppose such a proposal. A compromise
position between encouraging bicycling and the need for on-street parking must be
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recommended. The streets in which on-street parking present the greatest problem are
Normal, College, State, as well as parts of Center, Cabell, and 10th.
Normal Drive represents an important route for student cyclists because it is
adjacent to the entire length of campus. There are two options for improving the
suitability of Normal Drive. The first is to remove all on-street parking (a loss of roughly
40 spaces). The second option is to make Normal a single-lane one-way street going
north. This option would retain the on-street parking and open up plenty of bicycle
operating space. Other arguments for this change include the fact that Big Red Way is a
one-way street through campus on the other side, and that Normal eventually changes
into State Street which is currently one-way in that direction from 14th on down. Speed
humps similar to the ones on Big Red Way are recommended in the section between
Garrett Lane and 31W. The speed humps would slow traffic speed and perhaps
encourage motor vehicles to utilize Chestnut Street.
College and State Street are integral streets in the downtown area. State is a one-
way leading northeast and College a one-way leading the opposite way. Both streets are
in the "moderate high" stress level category essentially because they contain on-street
parking. Restricting parking on one side of the street and repainting the center stripe
creates two wide lanes. The sections between 13th and 15th should also restrict parking on
one side and made one-way like the remaining length of College and State. Traffic
signals are effective in calming traffic speed on both of these streets. On-street parking
restrictions should also be considered for Adams, Center (13th to 15th), 13th (College to
State), and 10th (Center to Chestnut).
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Park and High Streets are important streets within the bicycle friendly zone. They
are both residential streets that contain students and other potential cyclists. Currently the
streets contain on-street parking on both sides and are too narrow for two way traffic.
Making Park and High Streets one lane one-way streets in opposite directions would
create more bicycle operating space and make the streets much more suitable for cycling.
Chestnut Street contains numerous hazards and deficiencies that must be
corrected. It contains many pinch points where the width of the curb lane shrinks due to
the presence of a left turn lane. Pinch points eliminate lane sharing and may temporarily
delay a motorist. A long-range plan for the widening of Chestnut and the installation of
either a center turning lane or two more lanes is recommended.
The lack of effective and secure bicycle parking was determined to be a
deficiency in the existing infrastructure. The major concern here is long-term storage and
secure parking on campus. The current bicycle racks on campus are not adequate for
secure parking or long term storage. The greatest number of potential utilitarian cyclists
are the students of Western Kentucky University. It would encourage students to cycle if
there were secure bicycle storage and parking on campus. The minimum number of
secure parking spaces on a university campus should be approximately equal to 6 percent
of the number of students and 3 percent of the number of employees (Pinsof and Musser,
1995). The recommended type of rack locks and supports all three components of the
bicycle: front wheel, frame, and back wheel (Figure 24). Bicycle lockers are constructed
of fiberglass, galvenized steel, or stainless steel and totally enclose the bike and have a
locking door. They are available in many different combinations, and prices range from
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Figure 24: Recommended Bicycle Racks
Source: Pinsof and Musser (1995)
$500 for one locker to $9,000 for a unit that stores 16 bicycles.
Additional bicycle parking in the city could be implemented through a city
ordinance. The ordinance would require all new development to include bicycle parking
and a plan to phase in parking at existing sites. Similar ordinances in other cities are
based on land use. Table 13 presents the recommended bicycle parking requirements for
different land uses.
Table 13: Bicycle Parking Requirements
Type of Establishment
Schools
University
Shopping malls & centers
Recreation centers
Office building
Government building
Movie theater or restaurant
Multi-unit housing
Minimum number of bicycle parking spaces
10% of the number of students & 3% of the # employees
6% of the number of students & 3% of the # employees
5% of the number of automobile spaces
12% of the number of automobile spaces
10% of the number of automobile spaces
10% of the number of automobile spaces
5-10% of the number of automobile spaces
1 space per 2 apartments
Source: Pinsof and Musser, 1995
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Section II: Conclusion
In this thesis, the argument has been that the bicycle is a legitimate transportation
mode. Historically and geographically the bicycle has been an important personal
transportation vehicle. However, the dominance of the automobile as a personal mode of
transportation has largely overshadowed the bicycle's significance. The bicycle has
many benefits to the individual, the community, and the environment as outlined above.
Some communities have established bicycle transportation programs because they realize
the environmental and economic benefits of successful bicycle transportation. Typically,
one of the first steps in this process is to evaluate the existing infrastructure for bicycle
suitability. This thesis was intended to be an initial assessment of the bicycle suitability
of the existing street network in Bowling Green, Kentucky. In addition, it was hoped that
it would serve as the first step towards a bicycle transportation program in Bowling
Green.
The overall infrastructure present in Bowling Green was determined to be
unsuitable for bicycle transportation. Thirty-five percent of the surveyed roads are in the
"very high" and "high" stress level category, which is clearly unacceptable. Two major
problems discovered in the analysis are the presence of many hazards and deficiencies in
the current infrastructure and the general lack of bicycle-operating space on arterials and
collectors throughout the city. For example, previous research has suggested that a
"bicycle friendly zone" be created to encompass the area where the majority of both
current and potential bicycle trips take place. In general, and in Bowling Green, the
bicycle friendly zone would be the focal point of the bicycle transportation program.
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Within the bicycle friendly zone, the abundance of on-street parking is the major hazard
to bicyclists.
The specific recommendations presented in this thesis suggest the best methods
for mitigating hazards and correcting deficiencies. The overall infrastructure
recommended for improving the bicycle friendliness in Bowling Green is the wide
outside lane. Wide outside lanes offer a low-cost and low-profile opportunity to improve
the existing infrastructure for the utilitarian cyclist. This overall recommendation, as well
as many of the specific recommendations, could increase the safety and convenience for
both the motorist and the cyclist. The discussions and cited research findings on bicycle
paths and lanes illustrate that they are not appropriate for implementation in Bowling
Green. Such systems can be unnecessarily expensive and do not serve the vast majority
of utilitarian bicyclists.
A bicycle-suitable infrastructure is only one component of the successful bicycle
transportation program. These other components are briefly touched on here, but should
certainly be the focus of further study and progress. The government and the public must
support the view that the bicycle is a legitimate transportation mode. In a city that has
few alternative options, government and citizens must realize the bicycle represents a
viable economic mode of transportation.
A bicycle advisory committee is a very important aspect of a bicycle
transportation program. The committee advises officials and decision makers on bicycle
related issues and implements community-based bicycle activities. A bicycle advisory
committee was created, but disbanded in the mid 1970s, such a committee could be
reinstated.
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Cyclist and motorist education is an essential aspect of a successful bicycle
program. The Bowling Green Police have a squad of bicycle patrol officers. The police
can take a lead on cycling education, law enforcement, and generally encouraging
cycling. A university police presence on bicycles would also contribute to legitimizing
the role of bicycles in and around campus.
In California, the law requires employers to achieve mandatory reductions in
single-occupancy vehicle commutes. Bowling Green does not have the same degree of
air pollution and congestion as do cities in California. Consequently such a law may not
be necessary in Bowling Green, but employers should be encouraged voluntarily to
accommodate workers commuting by bicycle.
In using the bicycle stress level model, I found it necessary to modify the stress
level categories to better represent the local conditions. It was also necessary to
incorporate an inventory of hazards and deficiencies which was not part of the original
bicycle stress level model. Considering that most car-bicycle collisions occur at
intersections, a determination on intersection suitability was lacking from the model and
had to be included in the analysis. Overall the bicycle stress level model produced a
basic understanding of bicycle suitability. Other researchers utilizing this model may
find it necessary to modify it to account for more factors and local conditions.
The infrastructure recommendations suggested in this thesis, if adopted, could
improve the bicycle suitability of the street network in Bowling Green. Moreover, I
strongly believe that the same recommendations could be adopted by other similarly
structured communities. Doing nothing ensures that conditions will continue to
deteriorate until bicycle transportation is basically impossible. It is my assertion that the
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available alternative of safe bicycle transportation would only add to the quality of life in
Bowling Green and similar communities in the future. Now is the critical time for
Bowling Green to implement the first steps in becoming a bicycle-friendly city. By
identifying unsuitable road segments, classifying and locating hazards, identifying
deficiencies, and recommending possible solutions the researcher has taken that
important first step in the creation of an effective bicycle transportation infrastructure,
and in addressing this important modal component of the transportation complex.
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Notes
1. Based on Comments made by Dan Burden at a bicycle planning conference
(sponsored by the Bicycle Federation of America) that I attended in July 1997 in
Washington D.C.
2. Based on Comments made by Bill Hays Bowling Green Public Works Department
during a discussion we had on January 16,1998.
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